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The Nature of Socialism
Socialism is not susceptible of easy definition. The various
movements to vmich the term has been applied are so variously colored
by special experience and environment as to give the term many misleading
definitions. The significance of the term is further clouded by its
frequent use as a spectre rouge with winch to ward off any attack what¬
ever on established institutions and practices.
Soma definiteness may be rendered socialism, however, by consider¬
ing it in its relation to the industrial system. In this regard Engels
wrote:
Modern Socialism is, in its essence, the direct
product of the recognition on the one hand, of the class
antagonisms existing in the society of today between
capitalists and wage workers; on the other hand, of the
anarchy existing in production.^
In its theoretical form socialism may be defined as the more
logical extension of the ideals of democracy. In tiiis sense, socialism
becomes a creed for those who recognize the fact that the community
should exist for the improvement of the individual and for the mainten¬
ance of liberty. To achieve this goal, socialism seeks to set up a
social and political organization wiiioh v/ill include in its activities
the management of production that camot safely be left in the hands of
private individuals.
^Socialism, Utopian and Scientific (New York, 1935)> P* 32,
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' Thus socialism is a program for transforming the economic life and
constitution of society according to a defined ideal. For the
realization of this ideal many schemes have been devised with proposals
to set-up a social order from vdiich all prevalent ills would be
eliminated.
As yet, it is true, socialism has not succeeded in setting-up a
society that represents its ideal. But it may be stated that in the
last quarter of the nineteenth century, and in the beginning of our own,
the politics^ of civilized nations have been directed toward a gradual
realization of social reforms Thiioh seem ultimately to lead tovrard a
socialist society. It is important to emphasize that these efforts
have been brougl-it about under various political and cultural conditions.
There is no a priori reason, then, why socialism could not flourish
under any form of government. To be sure, democracy (representative
government) does create a most favorable preliminary condition for the
development of socialism, but this does not imply that democracy is a
necessar;'/- pre-condition. Furthermore, there is no justification for
limiting the term to one particular form of socialism to the exclusion
of other ways of realizing the socialist ideal. Those who maintain
tliat their particular school of thought is the only true kind of
2
”
. . , it may now fairly be claimed that the Socialist philosophy
of today is but the conscious and explicit assertion of principles
of social organization which have been already in great part
unconsciously adopted. The economic history of the century is an
almost continuous record of the progress of Socialism." - Sidney ViTebb
in Fabian Essays on Socialism (London, 1889), PP» 30-31*
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socialism do not stand on firm ground.^ One particular line of policy-
may be more practical in view of oer-tain given conditions than another,
but this is quite a different argument. There is no true socialism,
nor is there any definite form of government under which it necessarily
must flourish.
The Ivlyth of Socialism
Modern society has developed a new class --the industrial prole¬
tariat, This class is the principal social power operating against
complete industrial indi-vidualism in which unrestricted private o^vner-
ship of land and capital tend to lead to-ward political oligarchy. As
capitalism grows more pov/erful and menacing, the proletariat tends to
grow more numerous and aggressive, and more determined to carry its
struggle to -victory.
To these masses, socialism, in so far as it is compatible with their
thinking, at once sounds enticing, and, in their anxiety for social
reform, they expect it to bring full sal-vation and relief from til6 fetters
of capitalism. Moreover, the socialist plan of a system of society in
which the means of life belong to the community as a whole has alvrays,
therefore, appealed to those -miio saw no other way of improving their lot.
For this class, unlike their forefathers of feudal and aristocratic
society, the spring of their contentions -was no status quo affair, but
3
tiaurice, the Christian Socialist, maintained tl-iat anyone who
recognized the principles of co-operation as stronger than those of
competition -was a socialist. He admitted that Owen, Fourier and Louis
Blanc came -within this group. - Harry W. Laidler, Social-Sconomic Move¬
ments (Hew York, 1938), p. 725«
Marxian Socialists have claimed their own particular brand of
Socialist thought to be the only true Socialism.
h
a system susoaptible of change and adjustment.
One Analysis of Socialism
The starting-point of socialist doctrine is the criticism of
capitalism. The adherents of socialism attribute the evils of society
to private ovmership of the means of production. From their point of
view, capitalism alnne is responsible for the ills of society. It has
not been difficilt for the socialists to pick flav/s in the existing
order, but it is not sufficient to have proved that the social order
based on private ovmership of the means of production has faults, and
that it is not the best order of things. It is further necessary to show
that the socialist order is better. In other words, the question is
whether socialism would be able to provide a better substitute. A few
socialists, as we shall see, have come forward to vindicate the practica¬
bility of their ideas by displaying elaborate, though quite often
frivolous, plans for eliminating all social ills. In their particular
campaigns against capitalism, the appeal, for the most part, has not been
directed to a single class, but to all men as brothers, appealing to
their sense of fair play, their common interests, and by establishing
experimental communities to bring all to the faith. One school after
another flashed into being, only to disappear as rapidly, and make way
for still other brands of socialist thought.
The problem of socialism, however much it attacks the capitalist order,
is not economic but political. The scientist may examine the effects of
George Beraard Shiaw in Fabian Essays in Socialism, P» 9*
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institutions, and lay possible foundations for an understanding of
society, but he oannot solve the problem. The man of thought may inquire
into the problem and suggest remedial measures, but in the final analysis,
all must subsequently turn to the raan of action—the politician.
The Battle of Ideas
Marxian dialectic philosophy gives an interesting point of departure
for nineteenth century thought. According to this system, there is a
constant struggle of ideas to become the intellectual basis of institu¬
tions, An institution, then, stands or falls upon the strength of its
idea, or better still, upon the victory of its idea over other ideas
■wiiich may not necessarily be better or v/orse. Therefore, the I-larxists
would not agree that socialism has failed, since it has not bean re¬
placed by any clearly different idea.
Socialism, however, was not the only idea struggling for existence
and recognition in the life of nations in the nineteenth century.
Capitalism and liberalism shared the field of thought. The question is,
therefore: can the idea of socialism overcome the ideas of capitalism
and liberalism? Only by a battle of these ideas can a decision be
reached, A still more important question is: need socialism and liberal¬
ism place themselves in opposing camps? To these questions there are,
perhaps, no answers as yet, but the current events in England may
possibly soon provide an answer.
The issue of the present study is how socialism entered party politics
and became a party doctrine like any other party doctrine. The modern
socialist movement was almost a century old in Europe before it became
6
recognizably a political force. Was this slow progress due to the
inherent weaknesses of the socialist doctrine, or was it to be found
outside of the movement itself? The researches of this thesis are to
be directed also tovrard these matters. Some primary material is used in




In order to get an understanding of the socialist movement in
iSngland, it is desirable to sketch briefly some important features of
her social and political conditions in the early nineteenth century,
A most significant achievement of the Industrial Revolution in
England during the years 1775 and 1875 was the groivth of capitalism.
With the revolution of industry from small scale to large scale and
from farm to factory, capitalism embarked upon a new and extraordinary
career. The old commercial capitalism became distinctly industrial.
The new capitalism ran like a sword into the old body of notions about
the world, mankind, and politics. Although further advanced indus¬
trially than either Germany or France, and tlaerefore, a more fruitful
field for socialist agitation, England nevertheless stood firmly upon
the classical economic theory of laissez-faire,
Briefly, the theory of laissez-faire is that competition guarantees
the survival of those vdio render economic services at the lowest price.
Competition and rent regulate prices, profits, and wages, so that each
productive factor in society --land, labor and capital-- obtains a
reward according to its deserts. Attempts to control these factors are
interferences with "natural lavre", and are bound to fail and injure
those for whose supposed benefit they are made. From this system of
ideas it followed that there should be no interference with the freedom
of the capitalists to buy, manufacture, and sell.
7
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This naw industrial capitalism, notwithstanding its real potential
advantages, created a new class in society —the industrial proletariat.
The proletariat constituted a spasmodically jobless, as well as a
landless element in society, and this element existed miserably in
the midst of unprecedented accumulation of private wealth. The rapid
development of this class tended to foster a democratic spirit, and to
intensify the demand for a large number of political and social changes.
The city proletariat eventually became a far more aggressive and
affective force in society than the rural workers had been in denouncing
abuses and demanding reforms. Thus it was in such circumstances that
socialism found a fruitful soil for agitation.
While English society was being transformed by the Industrial
Revolution betvreen 1770 and 1830, and the industrial middle class grew
in wealth and numbers, the government underivent no corresponding change.
The government of England in 1830 ivas still an oligarchy of titled
landlords, country gentlemen and commercial financiers. This group
dominated parliament, and by virtue of its political majority, dictated
public policies. "They were still thinking,” writes Beer, "in old
political terms, busying themselves with parliamentary franchise, poor
lav/s, foreign and colonial affairs. . . Nothing was done in
parliament to reorganize the machinery of government to meet the ever
growing economic needs. Attention was directed more toward the
economic transition occasinned by the revolution in industry than toward
A History of British Socialism|(London, 1929), ,1^ 98•
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social and political readjustment. It vras against such a conserva¬
tive atmosphere that the new socialist idea had first to struggle
in order to achieve a political expression.
After 1815, however, a cry for parliamentary reform came from
2
certain groups who wished to advance their own particular
interests rather than those of society in general. The Tory l^rty,
the parliamentary majority at this time, ignored the issues, while
the vVliig Party, perhaps as a scheme to get back into office,
espoused the cause of parliamentary reform. But, since the 'Whigs
were the *’outs,” they could only commit themselves (like most
political parties desiring office) to support moderate reform.
Although the Tories sponsored some liberal measures in the late
1820's, the party as a whole was unfavorable tovreird any general
parliamentary reforms,^ The Tories had their own particular ideas
as to what degree and extent liberal measures should be granted by
parliament. They considered the existing political machinery
perfectly satisfactory.
In 1850 there occurred in Paris the July Hevolution which over¬
threw the aristocratic government of Charles X, and substituted the
bourgeois government of Louis Philippe. The demand now for
2
Catholics, Protestants and middle-class factory ovmers,
3
The measures sponsored at this time were not in the direction
of social reform.
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parliamentary reform in England grew louder, liovrever, it was only
after a general public resentment against the government ms stirred
up that the Reform Act of 1832 became law.
By the Reform Act of 1832, some important changes v/ere made in
the system of parliamentary elections, but nothing was dona for the
amelioration of social ills. No one championed the cause of social
legislation and nothing of this nature appeared in the Reform Act,
A possible explanation is that the middle classes were too busy
feathering their own nests. Moreover, they vrere not desirous of
depriving themselves of a lucrative source of wealth such as that
afforded by unrestricted business enterprises. On the other hand,
it may be stated that the governing classes were cautious of
initiating reforas for fear of precipitating a revolution in England,
At any rate the masses were left witiriout political freedom, while
the middle classes elevated themselves (legally) to a capitalist
political oligarchy.
The ivage-earner was not blind to the fact that his wages ware
not increased, nor houes of labor shortened by the new reform act.
He had the choice of two alternatives; either to force his mshes
upon the hostile government or to turn in some other direction for
help. Meanwhile his social status was getting no better. The
hours of wrork were mercilessly long. lie had to compete against the
labor of vromen and children frequently brought into the factories
at a very early age. These children vrorked at the same grinding
pace as the adults. It was in such circumstances that Robert Owen
11
first brought forward his scheme of socialism.
The Socialism of llobert Owen
Robert Owen made the earliest attempt to put socialism into
practice in England, Although he was an industrialist, his inter¬
pretation of the needs of the time vd.dely differed from that of
his fellow capitalists.^ The underlying principle of his contention
was that the great mass of the proletariat, created by and
dependent upon the industrial system, needed some degree of control
and organization,5 There was, unquestionably, a dire need of
control and organization for this new force in the economic arena,
but the challenging question is, what form of control and by wiiom
exercised. Owen tells wiiat the need is, but does not give the
agency by which it may be achieved.
The conditions that gave rise to socialism did not themselves
spring up vd.th the davra. Consequently, the agency through which
socialism could achieve any degree of success would have first to
prepare itself. If we are to conclude from available evidence that
Owen gave an agency at all, his personal capitalistic philanthropy
must be accepted. In this connection his experiment at New Lanark^’
is worthy of reference here. It must be borne in mind, hovrever,
ij-




Owen began his work at New Lanark in January, 1600.
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that at this time, CX'ren was a philanthropist and not yet a socialist.
In the vn’etchedness of the cotton mills at Xjanark Owen found a
fertile field for the inception of his ideas, which radiated from
the chief point in his philosophy , tliat man's character is
made not by him but for him,”? Cole says (of Ovren's experiment)
that;
He meant to make New Lanark not merely a
success as a factory, but the laboratory for a great
series of social experiments in education, moral, and
physical reform,^
Owen said that this experience was to lead to the conclusion, "that
manual labor properly directed is the source of all wealth and
national prosperity."^ Hand in hand with the improvement of the
vrorkers ' lot in industry, as lie \ms to demonstrate, Virent an increase
in productivity. It is, perhaps, interesting to note that (h’ran
emphasized the material benefits to accrue from proper direction.
This is, of course, understandable in viev;" of the fact that he hoped
other capitalists would adopt his plan.
It was Owen's aim to ameliorate social and industrial ills
through the enlightened selfishness of the industrial lords. At this
time, as has been pointed out, Owen vms a philanthropist and,
consequently, made no mention of the abolition of private property.




In his address at Lanark, A New View of Society, Edited by
Ernest Rhys (London, n.d,), p. 93*
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Owen’s personal experiences were unquestionably noble and of
good intent, but his reliance upon the "good nature” of his fellow
industrialists was of no lasting consequence. Herein lay the weakness
of his plan as a volunteer movement to right the wrongs of the
competitive system. Furthermore, Chren’s ideas involved considerable
expense, which was as displeasing to his partners as it vms contrary
to ’'sound” business enterprise. Owen, therefore, abandoned his idea
of relying solely upon private initiative, and, subsequently, sought
the support of parliament. This change of tactics in the direction
of politics is of utmost significance to our special problem.
In 1817, Owen embodied his socialist views^^ in a ivritten
document which was communicated to the Committee of the House of
Commons on the Poor Law,^^ In this document, Ovren pointed out that:
The permanent cause of distress was to be found
in the competition of human labor vfith machinery, and
that the only effective remedy was the united action of
men and the subordination of machinery,
From this trend of thought, Ov/en enlarged his ideas into an elaborate
plan for the treatment of pauperism, in particular, and social
problems in general. This plan, briefly, entailed the establishment
of communities which were to be independent units, and in vj-hich
10
This piece of work, says Markham, establishes Owen as a





vrork and pleasure v/ould be in common,Ee further hoped that this
plan iTOuld enlarge itself to such an extent as to em.braoo the "whole
world" in one great republic of common interest. His plans,
liarkham claims, \vere received with great favor in the press and in
government circles, but vdien he began to attack contemporary religious
beliefs^ his theories v/ere discredited.^^ Hansard gives sufficient
evidence to support this claim. On December l6, 1819, Sir W. da
Grespigny moved in the House of Commons for the appointment of a
Select Committee to inquire into Owen's proposals. It seemed for a
vz-hile that the motion would be carried. But when the Chancellor of
the Exchequer came fonvard with Ov/en's religious views the motion was
lost by iJql to l6,^^
In view of the policy adopted by parliament at this time
(I8I5-I850), it is difficult to accept the failure of Chiren's schemes
on purely religious grounds. It would, therefore, be more accurate
to attribute the failure of Owen's plan to gat a political career to
the attitude of the Tory majority in parliament who had made it clear
that the existing political machinery vras satisfactory and,
17
consequently, no further parliamentary reforms would be entertained.
15
Itlarkham, op, cit., p. 8,
^In a lecture (August 21, 1817) Owen denounced all religions of
the world as now taught as gross errors, - In Beer, op, cit., I, I7I.
15
Iferkham, op, cit., p. 9,
l^Hansard's Parliamentary Debates, House of Commons, Dec. I6,
1819, 3rd Series, 29, 220. I
17Vide Supra, p, 9,
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According to Beer, opposition to Owen's scheme was not alone
confined to parliamentary circles. He says that "Owen v/as opposed
practically by the whole nation. Even the working men of London voted
against his resolution,"18 Beer further says that it was not social¬
ism of a "coercive" nature that the great majority of the people
19
wanted. He probably means that any such attempt (as proposed by
to realize the socialist ideal is authoritarian in character, and at
once appears more undemocratic than the abuses it proposes to answer.
To be sure, social reforms were urgently needed and religiously desired,
but not those reforms which could only be effected by subverting
existing institutions,
Ovran now turned from investigating the operation of his socialist
communities to urging upon the government to limit the number of hours
in mills to tv/elve a day, including an hour and a half for meals, to
prohibit the employment of children under ten and to limit the work
20
day of those less than twelve years of age to six hours a day. Sir
Robert feel introduced a bill emboding these demands. In 1819, ^he
measure passed, but in such an amended form as to ", , . be a form of
compromise with the opposing interestsOwen believed that he had
18








been the driving force behind the bill, Alexander Ure, however,
ascribed this act to the “strikes and turmoils" of the Lancashire
22
cotton spinners in the years 1817-1818,
In the latter part of 1819, Owen attempted to raise enough money
to start his communisb experiment, but his efforts were not successful.
In the same year, he circulated an "Address to the Workmen" in which
he appealed to them to ", . , renounce all violence and hatred against
the possessing and ruling classes,"^5 The rich and the poor, the
governors and the governed, he told them, had common interests; the
upper classes had no more the desire to degrade the workmen nor to
. 2h
keep them in subjugation. The working man, hov/ever, ivere busy
occupying themselves with agitation for parliamentary reforms, and,
consequently paid no special attention to Owen’s exhortations,
Ovren now retired to Scotland,
After parliament gave Owen's first socialist scheme a "thumbs
dovm, . , took up an attitude to parliamentary action which not
only signified disdain but even contempt and abhorenoe,"25 Owen's
attitude toward parliament vras certainly unjustified. He had not
achieved any degree of popular support upon wrdoh depended in a great
measure the success of a political career for his scheme. If he had
^^Recorded by Beer in Ibid., original not available,
23Beer, op, oit,, I, 173.
p)i
Robert Southey, Sir Thomas More or Colloquies, 1629; quoted by
Beer in op, cit,, I, 173.
^^ibid,, p, 286,
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been true to his earlier methods and retained systematic guidance of
his experiments the chances of success probably vrould have been ,
greater,
Owen was, however, a pioneer whose work it would be a mistake to
judge harshly by its tangible results or condemn for its failure, lie
made the mistake common to all the socialists, before and after his
time, who believed that the groat changes of which they demanded could
be effected almost immediately. Furthermore, he believed that his
plan, however arbitrary it \vas, would be accepted by both capitalist
and laborer. Cola says, in what seems to be a benediction upon Owen's
efforts: "He could not sea the painful stages by which humanity would
have to learn its lesson.
But it must be remembered that, when Owenism as a socialist idea
entered the field of the reform movement, the working classes were
not organized and certainly not conscious of the strength which unity
could give them, and they were, for the most _-art, ignorant and help¬
less, The state operating under classical economy assumed little or
no responsibility for settling the disputes arising between capital¬
ists and wage earners. Moreover, the idea of socialism was entirely
too new and untried for effective competition in parliament (even if
parliament had been disposed to consider it) with established
conservative ideas.
Rightly understood, however, Owen could not help coming to the
conclusion that the solution of the workers' problems lay in the
26
op, cit., p. 7»
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banevolenoe of the capitalists themselves, Owenism, like early
French socia lism, and particularly Saint-Sinonism, declared for an
order of human affairs based on ethical principles as a solution for
social ills. lYhen Owen came to the conclusion that the realization
of his scheme was not to come solely upon individual initiative, he,
like St. Simon again, appealed to the state. Both men made no attempt
to organize the workers into political parties for the purpose of
commanding parliamentary attention. Herein lay, or seems to have
lain. One of the fundamental weaknesses of Owenism in achieving
political expression. This task was left to later exponents of the
movement.
The Chartists and Socialism
In England the Reform of 1832 had somewhat the same effect as
the revolution of July (1850) in France. It brought the middle class
into povrer and, by the exclusion of the vrorking classes, emphasized
their existence as a separate class. It became increasingly clear
that the masses were not satisfied vri.th this arrangement. They
wanted universal suffrage, and not the suffrage that strengthened one
class politically and materially to the exclusion of other classes
deserving the same rights. This demand vras but a revival of the old
idea, however expressed, that citizenship carries with it the right to
participate in political affairs, and in a more general sense, to
express an opinion, assent or approval on matters pertaining to the
political life of the country,
■toreover, the development of the city proletariat tended to foster
a democratic spirit which could only properly find expression in the
exercise of the ballot. But parliament was not favorable to any such
19
proposal. Lord John ilussell expressed parliament’s position on the
matter in a speech delivered during a debate in November, 1857» in
which he pronounced against any further measure of parliamentary reform
”
, , , since, in my opinion,” he said, "the Reform of 1632 was a
permanent and final achievement with which it would be most unwise to
tamper,Such an emphatic statement of policy forced the workers
to embrace a movement through which they hoped, in spite of parliamen¬
tary opposition, to get their claims a political hearing.
The current of anti-capitalist criticism and opposition to middla=
class domination in politics reached, in the years after 1832, the
26
thinking portion of the British working classes and created chartism
which materialized in a series of social revolutionary attempts to
reorganize society on a socialist and labor basis. It is important to
emphasize that the adherents of Chartism belonged, in the majority, to
the better paid and mentally active section of the working classes,^9
This basis of the movement seems to have imparted to it a more
practical and sober character. However this vras. Chartism is of
special significance for our problem in that it aimed at liberalizing
the machinery of government as a preliminary condition for the
correction of prevalent social ills.
27




Beer, op. cit., II, 4,
20
It must be borne in mind, hoirover, that, v/hile Chartism vras most
prominently a demand for political reform, both in its origin and
aims the movement was more essentially economic. It was socialist
only in so for as socialism permits of a broad connotation. The
Chartists were of the opinion that the fundamental condition for
emancipation from wage slavery lay in the conquest of political povrer.
Political power, they argued, could alone secure social reform,
50
education and enlightenment of the working classes. To achieve this
purpose the Chartists drew up a democratic program called the People's
Charter. Thisrdocumeht ’ contained the following six points: (1)
Universal Suffrage, (2) Equal Electoral Districts, (3) Abolition of
Property Ciualifications for Parliamentary Candidates, (ij.) Annual
Parliaments, (5) Ballot, (6) Payment of Members of Parliament,
In order to get a better understanding of Chartism it will be
instructive to consider briefly the development and groYrth of the
agencies through which the movement worked — the ’iiVorking Men's
Associations.
In 1836, there was founded in London a small association of work¬
ingmen under the name The London Working Men's Association " , , , as
the nucleus of an independent Labor Party,The Association
proposed ”to seek by legal means to place all classes of society in
possession of their legal political and social rights" through a
f
9
^^Beer, op, cit., I, 282.
^^The Northern Star, September I9, 18^6 (O'Connor's Sketch of the
History of Chartism) quoted by Beer in op, cit., II, 23.
Ibid,52
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democratic franchise and the development of a system of popular educa¬
tion. The demand for a democratic franchise was later extended into
a demand for universal suffrage.
The Association was composed exclusively of workingmen.
Special care was taken that a working man, and not a member of the
bourgeoisie had control of the meetings ” . . . so as to convince
the public of the parliamentary capacity of the working classes.
It may be suspected, hovrever, that the reason for such a policy lay
rather in the general distrust of the middle classes as sincere
champions of proletarian interests. This suspicion is not supported
by any available evidence, however.
The movement spread to other industrial centers. A hundred
organizations were founded before the close of the year, and one
hundred and fifty others in 1838. The success of the Association \ms
due in a large measure to its moderate parliamentary approach to
social reforms. It may be said for the English v/orking classes of
this period that as a vdiole they did not favor revolt against authority.
On the contrary, peaceful, legal means of securing their demands
vrere always in the ascendancy over any other approach.
It was through these Associations of v/orkingraen that the
adherents of Chartism proposed to carry their demands to victory, and,




The Chartist demands were submitted to parliament in 1837j
in the form of a national petition with over a half million signa¬
tures,^^ The driving idea was to make the Petition a national
35
question.
If the Petition -were refused, what was to be the next step?
The Chartist leaders vrare divided upon this issue. Two opposing
groups, those who favored "physical force" and those who advocated
"moral force," began to follow their respective lines indicated by
the cleavage. The policy of physical force was insurrectionary and
militant, wiiile the policy of moral force was inclined toward peaceful
36
persuasion strictly within the law,-^
Those -vdio favored the policy of physical force, being in the
majority at the time, decided to take things into their own hands in
the event parliament refused the Petition, The majority of the rank
and file, however, did not favor the use of physical force. The
leaders behind the policy of force showed far lass patience than most
of the workers themselves, Joseph S. Stephens, one of the militant
3J4.
Sir Robert II, Inglis, doubtful as to the true representa¬
tive character of the document, declared that " , , , there had never
been such a gross exaggeration of numbers as in respect to the
petition of the Chartists," - Hansard’s op, cit,, April 13, 1839
(3rd Series} XGIX,287.
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I tell the rich to make their will. The working
man have produced all the wealth and they are miserable,
; The vrorking man is the ground landlord of all the
property in the kingdom. If he has it not he has„a
right to come down on the rich until he gets it,^'
The Chartist movement was now not only assuming a socialist
spirit,58 but also a militant one as wall. There is no great wonder,
then, that the government became anxious and obsessed with the idea
of a possible revolution. The schism v/ithin the movement, hovfever,
iveakaned its potential strength.
The Petition was introduced into parliament on June lij., 1859,
and on July 12 a long discussion on the issue followed in the House
of Commons. On behalf of the government. Lord John Russell said:
The government was not opposed to the political
views of the Petition and the Charter in favor of
freedom, but to the menacing attitude of the Chartist
leaders. The ministers could not conceive any form
of political government or mode of legislation by
vdiioh they could ensure to the whole community a per¬
petual state of prosperity, or by which, in a country
like Great Britain, depending very much upon commerce
and manufactures, they could prevent that state of low
wages and consequent distress v/hich at all times
affected those who were at the bottom of the scale or
prevent those alternating fluctuations from prosperity
to distress wldch occur in ovary community of the
kind,^^





Hansard's, op, cit., July 12, 1839, XLIX, 220-7h»
The speech ended with a warning to the Chartists not to resort to
"ulterior measures," which he said vrould only injure the interests of
those whom they proposed to help —the workers. The Petition was
defeated in the House of Commons by a vote of forty-six to 233•
The militant element among the Chartists did not heed Russell's
■warning. On the contrary, the "ulterior measures" against which the
Chartists were cautioned now found expressions in ill prepared strikes,
from which followed insurrections, wholesale arrests and intimidations
throughout the United Kingdom,
Meanwhile the government vainly tried to conciliate the Chartists
and public opinion in general, but disorder reached a point at vrfiich
conciliatory measures were insufficient. The story of the general
disturbances and the effectiveness of the measures of repression, how¬
ever, belong more to the history of the Chartism than to our special
problem.
The Chartists (the militant element of the movement) vrere slow
to learn the lesson that Owen had learned --that the people did not
■want a revolutionary change in the social order, Lika Owen, the left
vri.ng Chartist leaders formed a small revolutionary minority. It is
true that invariably every revolution is the vrork of a militant
minority taking advantage of given favorable conditions, but the
Chartists did not have such a setting. The masses refused to rally to
their cry for revolt. Had tliey obtained the unanimous support of the
masses, the story might have been a different one. The Chartists,
depending upon the support of the masses for a successful revolution,
were prodoomed from the outset to a miserable failure.
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Did the general public associate Chartism (in its final phase)
with socialism? Vilhather it did or did not. Chartism, like socialism
of this period (1830-55)» represented a revolutionary idea. The
English have not in recent times been a people of revolutionary tem¬
per, quick to take up with an idea which justifies an action outside
of constitutional approach. Chartism, like Owenisra, contained
Td.thin its idea and aim the germ for its own destruction on English
soil.
The Christian Socialist Movement
We have seen how Owenism in its socialist aspect and Chartism
in its socialist trend aimed at the subversion of private property
and a redistribution of wealth as a solution to the social problem
in England,
It vras different with the founders and adherents of Christian
Socialism,^^ who aimed at supplanting the individualist and competi¬
tive system of property by cooperative socialist production. In so
far as such a program is recognized, the Christian Socialists accept
the existing state of affairs in preference to any other arrange¬
ment, Emphasis for them seams to be placed more on social reform
than socialism in a precise sense.
The leaders of this group of socialists vrere Frederick Denison
Maurice and Charles Kingsley, both of vdiom rrere Protestants, These




and that the existing society was the best agency through -vdiioh it
could be realized,^^ "The Bible," i'laurice argued, "was not there
only to be read and to @dify individually but to form . • . the manual
of the statesman."^ He further argued that:
God's order Viras mutual love and friendship, while
selfishness and competition were direct results of
man's disorder: God's order seams to me more than ever
the antagonist of man's system: Christian, socialism is
in my mind, the assertion of God's order
If such a society were based upon this ideal order, a priori there
is no reason to suspect that it would not work, but a posteriori
there is considerable doubt that such a system would have.any pros¬
pects of success. In the first instance it must be assumed that all,
and if not all, certainly an ovenvhelming majority, of society's
constituents would embrace Christianity, A conversion en masse to
Christianity is, therefore, the preliminary condition of the transi¬
tional stage through which the Christian Socialist society logically
must pass,
Laidler says that:
Maurice's main idea was to socialise the Christian
and to Christianise the socialist. Socialism appeared to
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him to be essentially the business of the church and
not the stata.^*"
At any rate there is no available evidence to show that the Christian
Socialists ever attempted to institute their ideal by political means.
It is interesting to note that their ideal society vrould not
differ fundamentally from that of Owen. Both systems would have
finally led to state socialism. The Christian Socialists further
proposed not to destroy private property: but how else could their
ideal society oome into existence, except by subverting property, it
may be asked. There is a glaring inconsistency here, but, perhaps,
they astutely intended to work toward their ideal without dravfing
attention to the finished product. If so, there is, indeed, a
remarkable policy --a policy that would undoubtedly help the cause of
social!sm.
The Christian Socialists were loud in the argument that the
church and socialism should v/ork together. There is no reason wliy
they could not have vrorked together since the moral qualities required
of the members of a socialist community could best be fostered by the
adherence to Christian principles. It would appear that the spirit
which must prevail in a socialist community is al-ivays somewhat akin
to that of a religious community. But to overcome the difficulties
in the way of establishing such a community is the great problem. Such
a task would require a change in human nature or in the laws of
nature, and to accomplish this end, a faith that never appears to
Social-Bconomic Movements (New York, 19^5)* P» TSiq.
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hava existed outside primitive religious beliefs.
The Christian Socialists movement, like Ovren's philanthropic
experiences, -was an appeal to the "goodness” in man. There is no
great wonder, then, that the movement made no headway in eliminating
social maladjustments. The Chartists were still smarting from their
failure to conquer political power through revolution, and, conse¬
quently, had no ear for the Christian Socialist, "Besides,” -vvrites
Baer, "there is no worse human material to experiment with than the
nl+5
remnants of a defeated revolutionary movement. The vrorking classes
flatly denounced their arguments. They (the workers) still placed
their hopes in political power as the means by wiiich social reform
might bo effected.
Without an audience and with very few adherents, the Christian
Socialist movement came to an end in 1854, without doing much more
than dravring attention to the need of social reforms.
Although socialism failed to get a political career during the
years of its agitation from 1826 to 1854, the period itself is
representative of an enormous advance in social reform and democracy.
These years -witnessed the Factory Act (1833), the first mining law,
protecting child and female labor (1842), the ten hour day (1847),
the reduction of the na-wspaper stamp (1836), the abolition of the Corn
Laws (1646) and the repeal of the Corresponding Acts^ (1846). The
^^op, cit., II, 186,
46The Corresponding Act of 1799 prohibited all communication
between political*societies,
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labor problam gradually came to be regarded as a serious subject
deserving investigation and some kind of positive action. The think¬
ing element of the working classes vriio stuck to their guns for consti¬
tutional sanction of social refonns,realized that liberalism
(political demiocracy) was the preliminary condition to the success of
their efforts. For this element (revolutionary) socialism was not
the goal at which they aiiied. It became increasingly clear in all
the crises of this period that parliam.entary social and political
reforms were desired rather than revolutionary policy. In a word,
it may bo claimed that the nation did not want, nor did it accept,
socialism viiich identified itself with extra-legal activity.
The Fabian Society and Socialism
The early socialist movement in Sngland may bo said to have
come to a close in 1855• Socialism emerges again in the 80's in the
form of several organizations, the m.ost conspicuous of which vms the
Fabian Society. But in order to keep our story connected, it -will be
desirable to take a look into this long period (1855-1880) of socialist
inactivity with a view of detennining the causes or contributing
factors.
The twenty years following the collapse of the Chartist movement
may be described as the triumph of liberalism.^"^ The removal of
i+7
The liberalism of this period, being distinctly middle class,
had intellectual, economic and political aspects. Briefly,
intellectually it stood for freedom of thoughtj in economics, it
adhered to the principle of unrestricted competition in business and
trade; in politics, it regarded as ideal a government which v/ould be
constitutional, partially representative and parliamentary.
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ooramorcial restrictions and the adoption of free trade led to an expan¬
sion of industry and a decrease in the number of unemployed. To be
sure, the British working classes vrere still a long way from any
golden age, but they were materially bettor off during these years
than in earlier periods of the Industrial Hevolution, Consequently,
the grip of revolutionary ideas, alv/ays perceptibly weak in England,
slipped away with the dawn of the new era. The English, being a
people with certain well established political and cultural anta=
cedents, saw in the new liberalism, however much it represented middle=
class interests, an opportunity to strive for social betterment
through parliamentary reforms always dear to their hearts.
It would bo a misrepresentation of the facts to claim, however,
that socialism made no attempt at this time to capture the imagination
of the masses. On the contrary, Marx and Engels, living in London
around the year 186I|., triad to resurrect the dead Chartist movement
2,0
through the International V/orking Men's Association.^ But'kocialism
and independent labour politics came to bo regarded as exotic plants
which could never flourish on British soil,"^^ At any rate these men
vrere not successful in their efforts, and even when social ism lifted
its head again in England, it did so without any discernible Marxian
influence.
In 1875 "the brilliant light of middle-class liberalism began to
grow dim. Its individualism was soon attached by those (radicals) who
wished to establish a parliamentary regime that would bo thoroughly
^Markham, op. cit., p. 110,
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Beer, op, cit,, II, I96,
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democratic. They maintained that the doctrine of popular sovereignty
justified not a parliamentary franchise restricted to certain property
qualifications (as the Reform Act of 1852 specified) but universal
manhood suffrage. For support, this radical, democratic liberalism,
as opposed to middle-class liberalism, could depend upon the urban
proletarian who naturally were democratic,
Mddla-class liberalism of 1860-1875* vjith its strict adherence
to the doctrine of orthodox political economy, came to be regarded as
unfit for application in the contemporary order of things. The prole¬
tariat desired that the government should restrict capitalist activity
and promote the general welfare.
The idea of liberalism in England, like the idea of the Republic
(1852) in France, had won a decisive victory over (revolutionary)
socialism. Could it be that with a change of tactics socialism could
still van? The socialism of the period we are nov;- entering (1855”
1900) will, perhaps, answer this question.
In response to the shortcomings of middle-class liberalism,
socialism began to arouse itself. In the approaching battle of ideas,,
socialism found a worthy ally in democracy. Both ideas stood in
opposition to the individualism of middle-class liberalism. The idea
of the one came to be linked with the idea of the other.
It must be emphasized at this point that prior to this period,
socialism had no definite or detailed program by which it could sincerely
hope to become a political force. Moreover, it spoiled whatever
chances it might have had by refusing to accept the existing order
and by explaining the nature of the finished product it was aiming to
produce — the socialist society. The new socialism (after 1855)
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realized the expediency of adopting a change of tactics by which it
could fit itself into reality and the temper of the times.
The principals in the arena now are (political) democracy and
socialism against middle-class liberalism. The battle, it must be
emphasized, was not to destroy liberalism as such, but rather to modify
it. As a result of this struggle, middle-class liberalism was subver¬
ted and merged in a new, and different, kind of democratic, socially
minded liberalism.
The new movement found a friend in the liberalism which gave it
the Reform Bill of 1867»^® which extended the franchise by lowing
property qualifications. This measure practically enfranchised the
working classes in the industrial centers. In 1872 the secret ballot
was proscribed for all local and parliamentary elections. In 188l(.
another refonn act enfranchised two million rural workers and increased
the electorate by forty par cent. In the follov/'ing year the whole
country was redistrictad so that members of the House of Commons would
be chosen by equal electoral districts. As it was, between I867 and
1885j the new liberalism moved England away from a middle and upper=
class oligarchy toxvard a political democracy which, as we have
already noted, the Chartists had demanded in their Petition, Four of
the original six points in the People's Charter wore substantially
realized by 1885, namely, universal manhood suffrage, equal electoral
districts, vote by ballot, and removal of property qualifications for
members of parliament.
This Act, hovrever, vms not thoroughly democratic in that voting
was still limited to certain property holdings.
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During the years 1866 and 1895* several liberal labor organizatinns
wore formed in England, Probably the most striking feature of these
organizations was that they opposed socialism and independent action.
They regarded socialism as a revolutionary idea and independent action
as an expression of class warfare. Furthermore, it was not considered
practical politics either to isolate political action or to alienate
51
the support of other classes. As a matter of evidence, British
organized labor never embraced socialism. To be sure, their programs
always included social reform, but with the stipulation that they
come through legislatiyi as opposed to revolutionary action. And if
socialism permits of a broad connotation, this was socialism. These
men knew that to declare a socialist objective in a bill would be to
defeat it in the committee stage. Moreover, for a country that has
been and remains prejudiced against revolutionary ideas of progress,
socialism with its dangerous inquiries into the nature of the social¬
ist state could never hope to got even popular support to say nothing
of getting a political expression.
Thus wo have seen that between the years 1865 1685, "the
working classes had achieved many of the political reforms the Char¬
tists had demanded. Great numbers of them had received the franchise.
They v/ere able to effect changes through the ballot. They had on their
own initiative created such economic agencies as trade unions and co¬
operative societies. They had seen some of their vrorst evils elimin¬
ated by parliamentary action. Under those conditions, which wore
51
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inestimably bettor than in any pravious period of the Industrial Revo¬
lution, revolutionary ideas suoh as those with which socialism was
associated could not hope for a sviccessful stand.
Nevertheless, Fabian Socialism came forward to attempt a politi¬
cal role. Of all the organizations which attempted to revise social¬
ism in England, during the years 1870 to 1900, the Fabian Soc iety
exercised the greatest influence in intellectual circles and on
legislation. What then was the secret of its success? Before answer¬
ing tlds ciuestion, it will, perhaps be instructive to look into its
character and development,
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In 1883 a small group of students started a series of lectures
in London which resulted in the founding of the Fabian Society in the
following year. The Society adopted a motto which read:
For the right moment you must wait, as Fabius did
most patiently when warring against Hannibal, though
many censured his delays; but when the time comes you
must strike hard, as Fabius did, or your waiting v/ill
be in vain, and fruitless,53
This could be a good or bad policy depending, of course, upon certain
given circumstances. But in this case it was a remarkable policy if
the Fabians meant by suoh a cautious tactic to adjust their policies
to the general trend of things.
From the outsat, the Society attracted such intellectuals as G,
Bernard Shaw, Sidney and Beatrice Webb, and Sydney Oliver. These men
52The topics of discussions centered around the reconstruction





became the literary spokesmen for the movement, and in the Fabian
Assays on Socialism give a rather comprehensive statement to the Fab¬
ian approach to socialism. The Society had been socialist from its
inception, but its socialism was vague and indefinite (perhaps, in¬
tentional) or, at least not the dominant idea.
The Society was cautious in formulating its program. It attemp¬
ted to make the best use of the teachings of certain earlier socialist
movements while discarding their utopian ideas and propagandist
methods,The Fabians immediately took the offensive against the
revolutionary tendencies of Karx, Owen and Chartism by arguing that
society is not ‘'static” and that social reorganization need not take
the fashion of revolutionary change.55 in other words, the Fabians
attempted to do the same for British socialism as the philosophical
radicals had done for British middle-class liberalism. Their aim was
not to destroy socialism, but rather to modify it.
The character, than, of the Fabian Society takas it out of the
class of pre-eminently socialist doctrines and identifies it as an
organization of practical politics with a definite aim toward pre¬
paring pressing social problems for legislation and administrative
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action. According to this policy. Beer says;
5Uibid., p. 275.
55sidney Webb in Fabian Essays. p.,27. » ,
56Bear, op. cit., II, 277.
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... socialism is not a revolutionary movement of the
working classes for the purpose of establishing some
now form of society, nor is it an anti-parliamentary
revolt of a long series of national problems, which
have risen out of the manifold economic, social, and
spiritual changes that were taking place in the last
century, and which must be dealt with by the nation
if it desires to raise its efficiency and to continue
its upward program.57
From the foregoing observation, it may be deduced that the Fabian idea
redefined socialism by disabusing it of many undesirable tendencies
that both friend and foe had given it prior to this time. The old
fundamental socialist needed a new basis and new methods more in
harmony with the temper of the times. Socialism had to adopt itself
to changing conditions, Frederick Engels wrote;
Like every new theory, modern Socialism had at
first, to connect itself with the intellectual stock-
in-trade ready to its hand, hovraver deeply its roots
lay in material economic facts,58
The Fabians attempted this task by initiating a program of "active
political work and full exercise of citizenship in the interest of
ti
social reform , , The Society was subsequently instrumental in
forming the British Labor Party in 1893» and was represented in that
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It may be concluded from the proceeding discussion that the bogey
of socialism was inherent in its revolutionary tendencies. It fright¬
ened the classes and alienated the masses. To be sure machine indus¬
try in England had made political and social reforms necessary, and
even desired, more or less, by all classes. But the nation as a
whole vras not prepared to accept a destruction of all for an entirely
new S5’'stem of society.
Although parliament’s attitude toward social reform had undergone
a decided change after the 20Lord John fiussoll^^ mode it unequivo
cally clear that the government would not entertain such far-reaching
reforms as those proposed by the socialists. The government, and not
the socialists, was to define the limits of social reform. These
limits, as has been noted, tended to emphasize more and more the need
for still other reforms, while the government stood firm in its con¬
victions .
Furthermore, and it must be emphasized that, the failure of socia
ism to become a political force in the early years of its agitation
vras not alone due to parliamentary opposition. The modem socialist
movement in England, with the one exception of Christian Socialism,
tried vainly to got a political hearing, but failed because they pro¬
posed revolutionary social refonns which vj-ore incompatible not only
with existing parliamentary ideas, but also with the wishes of the
nation at large. It became increasingly clear as the years passed
Vide Supra, p. 9»
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that the accent was on parliamentary reform and from that step to
political democracy. Socialism representing an end in itself, excluded
such an approach to social adjustment. It was, therefore, predoomed
to failure on British soil. In the battle of ideas, liberalism
against early socialism, liberalism came out victorious. Socialism
had corrupted itself to such an extent that a compromise between the
tvro forces was impossible.
The new socialism of the closing years of the nineteenth century
restated its aims and refused to go off wandering into the realms of
utopianism. In a word, the new movement became an aim rather than an
end in itself. Only because this change of policy was adopted was
socialism able to become a matter of every-day politics.
■"ailure to make this distinction is responsible for much of the




Every country seems to get the socialism its national and social
environment creates and directs. In spite of the almost general cesmopoli-
tan application of its theory, socialism cannot escape the modifying
influence of time and place, Wiile being at one with many other develop¬
ments in regard to fundamentals, socialism in France wears the official
mark of her peculiar historical antecedents and of her political, social
and economic conditions. Let us examine, then, these modifying influences
as a prerequisite to understanding France and French socialism. The
inherent weakness and strength of the movement, in our special regard,
will unfold themselves in discourse.
The political history of modern France may be more clearly analyzed
by dividing it into periods of counter-revolution; revolution and counter^
revolution again. The period from ISlLj. to 1830, is the period of counter=
revolution —the Restoration, From the point of view of the ideal of the
Revolution of 1789j the Restoration vms a period of reaction. The domin¬
ant tendency of the times reverted to the Anoien Regime. The monarchy
and the church were the twins of absolutism. The dominant minority, as
represented by the king and his immediate followers, entertained the hope
that to reinstitute the supremacy of the church would lead on to supremacy
of the crown.
In order that the crown might be secured, a two-fold program was
initiated; the consolidation of a v/ealthy and pemanent aristocracy
devoted to the interest of the crovm, and the reconstitution of the
39
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supremacy of the church over education, thought and family life. Political
liberty was as incompatible with the one as liberty of thought ^^^ith the
other. This period we call the counter-revolution as it stood opposed to
the Revolution of 1789» the latter revolution being on the defensive.
The revolution of 1830 marks the end of the counter-revolution and,
indeed, the final assault upon the Revolution of 1789* The middle classes,
being the chief beneficiaries of the Old Revolution, arose to defend it,
as the peasants, their co-heirs, remained indifferent. This is a fact
that bears well to be remembered in the comparison of the revolution of
1830 vdth the ones that followed.
Out of the Ar.oien Regime France passed to a constitutional monarchy —
the July Monarchy. The strength of the Monarchy of July lay rather with
the negative vfork of resistance than v/ith positive legislation. In a
word, it was a government of resistance. The means by wiiioh it sustained
itself and their results need not arrest our attention here, however.
The important fact is that the constitutional monarchy of Charles X fell
before the revolutionary idea of 1830, which emphasized the ascendancy of
the middle class in Franco, This class in turn became a conservative
force and, perhaps, the predominant element in modem Franca, 'lie shall
see this force lift its head again, not against a political movement, but
against a new social revolutionary movement.
The remaining two revolutionary periods, those of 18^8 and 1870, 'will
be considered later and in a more detailed manner. These two revolutions
may be considered as the assault of the new social movement upon the
political arrangement of 1830,
Thus the history of modern France presents itself as the continuous
history of her great Revolution, The parallel to this background of
spirit and temperament is not to be found across the Channel; it is
peculiarly a French background. Let us now address our attention to soma
social and economic influences which had their roles to play in our drama.
Even though intense industrial life has tended more recently to
build up a great proletarian force, the social structure of France is
basically peasant, artisan and bourgeois.^ Before ISi+O the French wage®
earner has no such importance in industry as vre find in England. Franco
is the land of the peasant and craftsman, or more generally, the artisan.
Small industry still holds its own in spite of the invasion of large=
scale production. These little people, the masses of Franco, are inde¬
pendent workers vdiose individuality stamps them as being distinctly
French, They bear a sentiment for their land, trade and workshop that
approximates devotion. To be sure, writes Siegfrieds
The industrial revolution created a superstructurej
but it did not assimilate the original foundation and ,,.
vre must take into consideration the effect of the artisan
P
and the peasant on the French national character.
Indeed, we must, for it is the peasant and the artisan who for the first
time in French history are a determining factor in the new social movement.
The French bourgeoisie^ is another institution that merits reference
here. Again we find that conspicuous force of the Frenchman’s theoretical
1 >




^Siegfried defines bourgeois, _^ic/"a man -with some accumulated
savings.”
inheritance — individuality,^ The bourgeois values those material
things which will give him and his family a comfortable living, and serve
as a gift to his posterity,5 His personal independence is of immeasurably
more value to him than the pursuit of big business. This bourgeois
’’spirit,” as Siegfried calls it, permeates the mass of French people,
Miatever is anti-individualistic; whatever threatens to cramp or
curb his independence, is sure to draw resentment from the mass of little
people. They are not willing to sacrifice the individual to the group.
This reluctance, as a fairly broadly national characteristic, places
Prance behind the times in the modern vrorld vriiere emphasis has long since
shifted from the individual to the group.
No single school of socialism ever commanded such a vd.de adherence
in France as we found in England, Franca has had a variety of socialisms,
many of which were mot serious,^
As Pierre Mills's character, the monarch, says, ”We may as well
discuss reforms, but it might be dangerous to carry them out,”7 French
socialism may not have developed out of such a frank admission of passi¬
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socialist movement in France than in other European countries. There is
the fact, on the other hand, that the socialists themselves were often at
odds with one another. Even as I’re trace the movement into politics,
faction arrays itself against faction with little or no sacrifice being
made to-svard unison of purpose.
It will be well to consider now some early theories of the movement
and their relationship to our special problem,
Saint-Simon
V/hile the socialists in England were experiencing Owenisrn, Christian
Socialism and Chartism, France was experiencing quite a different brand
of socialist thought. The earliest exponents of this school of thought
were Comte Henri de Saint-Simon (1760-1825) and Francois Iferie Charles
Fourier (1772-1837) who like Owen insisted upon the ideal of human per¬
fectibility.
Saint-Simon is often referred to as the founder of modem French
socialism. He sought to find the principles upon which a new society
could be built from a scientific approach to the study of history.
Society , . , proceeds from organic to critical, and
from critical to organic epochs ... In the history of the
world there have bean two organic and two critical epochs;
the former are the pra-Socratic age and the age of Medieval
Christianity, the latter the period between Socrates and
Christ, and the period from the Reformation onv/ards: The
Revolution of 1789 was the crisis of the last critical
epoch, and heralded an age of reconstruction,,, ,8
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Society, than, according to this reasoning, is ripe for reconstruction.
Out of Saint-Simon's plan for this reconstruction has developed a method,
and indeed a philosophy of history, that could be directed to any
number of conclusions. For its importance in this study, hovrever, we
will confine ourselves to that phase of philosophy that can be identified
as socialistic.
It is important to emphasize that Saint-Simon's social schemes would
make no substantial use of existing institutions. His was a complete
reorganization of society from the ground up. Moreover, this reorganiza¬
tion would not only affect man's national life, but would include, also,
his moral life. According to Saint-Simon, Christianity had failed to
harmonize matter and spirit,9 "Le Veritable Christianisme,” he affirms,
"doit rendre les hommes heureux, non seulement dans le ciel, mais sur la
terre,”^9 Consequently his new religion Yifould ” , , , aid society in
its chief purpose, which is the most rapid improvement in the lot of the
poor,”^^ Saint-Simon further clarifies the duty of society with the
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statement;
The whole society ought to strive tov/ard the
amelioration of the moral and physical existence of the
poorest class; society ought to organize itself in the
vray best adapted for attaining this end,^2
The form that the state is to assume in his general schema is that of a
gigantic industrial organization under tlia control of scientists. Saint*
Simon does not give any system by vohlch these scientists or "industrial
chiefs" are to be elected, if indeed they are to be. It may be assumed
from his appeal to the classes that this selection of officials for the
new society r/ould come from, and be controlled by, the aristocracy. It is
in this regard that Saint-Simonism seems to stand quite conspicuously
apart from the ideals of other socialists. Neither he nor his followers
evinced any respect for democratic principles in government. As a
matter of fact, his theory of government is the antithesis of democracy.
He claims that the men who were best fitted to organize society for pro¬
ductive labor were entitled to rule it. Only, he expected tiiat these
gifted men, instead of exploiting the labor of others, vrould exercise
control for the general good. liow or by what method they would be
selected is not mentioned.
The assumption seemed to be that the 'vvlse and the
good would naturally gravitate to the top and voluntarily
assume the positions for which their respective capacities
fitted them, and^that there would be no opposition to such
an arrangement,^^
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This tramandous turn-over in society, Saint-Simon believed, could be
affected by persuasion and not by violence]^
It is instructive, and essential to our examination, to emphasize
that Saint-Simon made no attempt to utilize the State, (as an already
established institution) to inaugurate his plan,^^ He quite naively
entertained (as his plan suggests) the hope tliat those who already enjoyed
special privileges would imitate his plan. Squally as chimerical is the
idea that all the institutions of society could be turned'over to his
scheme with general acceptance.
Probably, the most practical of Saint-Simon's proposals was that the
state (his state) was to ovrni the means of production, and organize
industry, on the principle of merit,Promotions and old age pensions
v/ere to be incentives for v^ork.
It did not occur to Saint-Sirron or to his followers that a solution
of the social problem might be directed to the existing state rather than
to an untried one of the future. This fact is of utmost importance to
our special consideration. Saint-Simonism failed to get a political
career for the simple reason that it proposed to destroy the agency through
which a political expression might be achieved — the state. By the very
nature of its proposals, Saint-Simonism did more to divert socialism from
14
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politics than to contribute to the solution of social maladjustments.
It TTOuld be a mistake, however, to deny that Saint-diraonism exerted
any influence upon modern social thought, but hoiv much is open to question.
Fourier
From Saint-Simonism we pass to the socialism of Fourier. .Vhile
Saint-Simon began by advocating the creation of a new state and subse¬
quently a new society based on knov/ledge, Fourier began by organizing
17
small communities. These local bodies were called phalanxes. In
Fourier's system the phalanx holds the key to his program of social re¬
form, other organizations in comparison with it being secondary and sub¬
ordinate. The organization of the phalanx is based upon an elaborate
system of views in theology, cosmogony and pshchology. The underlying
principle of Fourier's phalanx is that, "... the speedy passage from
social chaos to universal harmony could be accomplished only by one
16
method, by giving to the human passions their natural development."
Fourier's scheme involves a complete break Vifith existing institu¬
tions. Like his contemporary, Saint-Simon, Fourier had no regard for
the existing order as an agency through which social reforms might be
effected. He hoped that a fevf isolated co-operative units would serve
to show the feasibility of his scheme. The phalanx was to be organized
on a scale small enough to insure individual freedom, and yet large
17
L̂aidler, A History of Socialist Thought (Meiv York, 1938), pp. 71-2.
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enough to ha econornioally conplete,^^ As this plan of social organization
developed appreciably, social problems would solve themselves. All
existing institutions in society, being outside of the general plan,
v/ould dissolve themselves into the phalanxes. He seemed not to have
worried thnt they might not comply vri.th the idea. The system, in fact,
may be described as one of spontaneous cooporationj instead of solving
20
the problem, it assumes that it will solve itself.
Both Saint-Simon and Fourier failed to recognize the feasibility of
reforming institutions as they existed instead of destroying them and
placing explicit trust in new ones. They took no recourse to the exist¬
ing political machinery for the reforms they so religiously desired.
A decidedly different approach to the solution of the evils of
society is to be found in the socialism of Louis Blanc (1813-1882). It
is in this direction that we novf turn our attention.
Louis Blanc and the National Workshops
We have already reviewed the general political development of modern
Franco under the Restoration, which led to reform of a political nature —
the July Monarchy. We are now to review the general situation of ttiis
government, which attempted some measure of reform of a political and
economic nature. Lowes Dickinson gives the following picture of the




Charles Fourier, Theory of Social Organization (Hew York, IO76),
p. I|2
For eighteen years in succession a conservative
Giovernmont -was in pov/erj it was confronted by the
opoosition not only of constitutional liberals, but of
revolutionary Republicans and Socialists; and it was
notoriously supported and directed by the sovereign
himself , . , Republicans and Socialists were pledged
by the vary nature of their opinions,
The government of Louis Philippe was persistent in its purpose to exist,
to administer, and to suppress. Thus not only the policy, but the form
of the government, was exposed to attack.
In the face of this general political situation there stood a
gradually deteriorating social and economic situation. Little or no
regard for the amelioration of the wage-earner’s ills could be expected
from the employers. The government did not countenance any steps away
from the economic principle of J.aissez-faire for fear of alienating the
22
only support it had — the upper bourgeoisie.
It is important to emphasize that the industrial character of Franca
after 18l|0, is characterized by increased production, much vriider use of
machinery and the very general appearance of large plants”La Petite
Industrie that had hitherto dominated French economic life was rapidly
developing into Le Grande Industrie, Vlith this development came the
2li
city proletariat with its social and economic problems.
21
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Betvreen 1831 and 18[|-6, the population of Paris, for example,
increased by 300,000. Inhabitants of the French countr5'--sid0 flocked
into the industrial centers seeking v/ork, -which was, at best, long hours
in cramped,-workshops from which neither women nor children were excluded.
For this situation the government devised notliing better than the un¬
consciously frivolous exiiortation: Snriohissez-vous The government
proposed no definite measures for ameliorating the social ills of
industrial city life. On the contrary, Blanc sarcastically vj-rote:
So great is the philanthropy of our legislature
in Franca that on one occasion the Chamber of Peers
went so far as to fix eij^t years as the earliest age
at which a child might have its personality destroyed
by entering the service of a machine.
The indifference of the government not only emphasized the suffering, but
dangerously emphasized social disorder as well. This general picture of
things appealed -to the heart of Louis Blanc xv-ho stepped forward -with
his idea of State control of economic activity. For Blanc, social
reform could not be achieved without political reform. In a vrord,
social reform needed political reform on its side. With tliis strong
conviction, Blanc devised his remarkable State socialism. For the sake of
clarity and accuracy, we shall give a rather lengthy description of has
idea.
The working classes are first to seize the State,
then the State-oranipcience, State control of production,
and State creation -foy means of a gigantic loanf- of
ateliers sooiaux, "social -workshops," vfhich sliall compete
with and destroy "the workshops o-wned by individuals: "Using
the weapons of competition to destroy competition" . . .
25
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viuoted in Elton, The Revolutionary Idea in France (London, 1923),
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Promotion in the ateliers sociaux after the first year
is to be by election by the workpeople; but rates of pay
will be independent of promotion; not according to
capacity, but needs. Individuals are invited to lend
their capital to the State, and the State will guarantee
their interests; but as to profits, they will be divided
into three parts, one to form a fund for what v/e should
call old age, sickness and unemployment benefits; one
to provide the instruments of production for new workers
in the industry, which is to bo open to all comers . . .
The third part was to be shared equally among all workers
of the atelier; and soon, hoped Louis Blanc, their
communist education vrould have progressed so far that
they would wishgto share equally their expenses as vrell as
their receipts.
Of such nobility is the idea of the National Viforkshops proposed by Louis
Blanc, y/hatever is said for or against the idea, it is one of the most
practical schemes of the times,
Louis Blanc realized that his socialist State could be achieved
only gradually, but he ttought that a start in that direction could be
immediate. The revolution of 18l|-8 suggested an opportunity for Blanc
and his follovrers to put their theories into practice. But they repre¬
sented only the will of a small minority. The nation sought only to
substitute the Republic for the monarchy, and not a revolution which
would introduce the socialist ideal. This new movement did not appeal
28
to the middle classes or to the peasants. The former luxuriated in
wealth, wiiile the latter held tenaciously to their little property hold¬
ings, Only the struggling industrial class — the vrorkers — cried out
for tlio new movement. The immense majority understood the socialist
27




movement only in terms of their being able or not being able to keep
their holdings.
The socialist element in the revolution of ISI4.8, was borne by the
city proletariat as distinguished from the peasants. De Tocquaville in
his Recollections gives this eye-v/itness account;
I spent the whole after-noon in walking about Paris,
of the things that struck me wa^s^, . . the uniquely
and exclusively popular character of the revolution that
had just taken place; the omnipotence it had given to the
people . . . the classes who work with their hands.
The Revolution of February . . , seemed to fee made
entirely outside the bourgeoisie and against it, ^
On the band-wagon of the political revolution rode that element ^the
city proletariat — that was desirous of economic reform.
The Revolution of ISijB must not be represented as a socialist revo¬
lution, however. The socialist constituents of the movement were only
one of three. But v/o need trouble ourselves only with so much of the
struggle as concerns our problem --that of socialism to achieve
political expression.
The myth of the socialist State entertained by the socialists was
soon dispelled with the struggle of the Provisional Government to dis¬
credit them. Although the proletariat had helped to overthrow the
government of the monarchy, it did not reap the fruits of its endeavor.
To the proletariat the republic was to be socialist or nothing,For
the conservative forces, there v«s to be a republic with universal
29
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suffrage, but no more,^^ Vftio -was to receive the mandate of the Nation,
the Socialist Republic or the Republic without socialism? The answer
to this question vras to come soon.
The expiression that Blanc had given to socialism before ISi+O was
soon abused by the many secret societies and insurrectionary clubs, to
the extant that the movement had come to be regarded not as a practical
program of economic and social reform, but rather as a conspiracy to
dissolve society in a mad scramble for property,YiTeil says that, ”Les
ropublicains sacrificient ]e socialisme pour avoir la Republique,”^^
Not only to achieve the republic did the republicans sacrifice social¬
ism, but also to restore the political arrangement of 1830,^^
It vras quite clear from the beginning that the conservative forces
represented by the dominating majority in the Provisional Government,
intended to curb the radicals and the new movement at all costs ,55 ijot
a single representative of the workers' cause appeared in the initial
36
roster of the government,*^
As a measure to insure its safety^"^ until a bettor organization could
5^Elton, op, pit., p, 188,
^^Dickinson, op, oit., pp. 178-79*
53piistoire du Mouvement Socialiste en France (Paris, 190ij.), p. 171.
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be formed, the Provisional Government subsequently included three social¬
ists, among ■whom ■was Louis Blano, In order to further placate the
militant workers who had triumphed in the February days, three more
concessions were granted; the guarantee of work, the establishment of
the National Workshops and the creation of the commission of the Luxem¬
bourg,^®
Having granted these concessions under duress, the new government
39
had no intention of making a social experiment out of them, '.iuite to
the contrary, the government deliberately made a comedy out of the ■work¬
shops, They were not organized (nor vras it so intended) according to
Blanc's blueprint. Everything, they promised themselves, should be done
i+O
to insure failure of the ■workshops.
It is important to emphasize that (according to the elections of
hi
23rd I,lay the conservative forces were strengthened by an appreciable
number of electors for a republic of order, not of socialism. Blanc and
his colleagues — the militant minority -- were §at aside by public man¬
date, The ideal of the Revolution — the Republic — had been achieved;
consequently, there was a general reluctance to make a further change
for a now system of society. Louis Blanc's socialism gave ground to the
38
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conservative force of 1630.
The terrible June Days closed the short history of the vrorkshops
(though Louis Blanc would hardly recognize them as such), and all hopes
of an immediate socialist State, Louis Blanc’s career as a socialist
ended vd.th the defeat of his pet scheme which did not get a fair hearing
or a fair trial.
French socialism ceased for a time to bo a considerable force. The
June Days removed many of the militants from the working classes, and
quieted the spirit of the others. The magic of llapoleon III lured them
into trusting the Second Empire for prosperity.
Franco, in the period we have just concluded, made her choice at the
polls of accepting either the Republic (without socialism) or socialism.
The results were in favor of the Republic, which represented order, while
socialiam, being more closely associated with the spectre rouge, repre¬
sented anarchy.^ The socialist leaders of 161+8 must assume some
responsibility for its failure, however. They vrare not prepared with
any definite program to assure the reorganization of societyThe
same may be said of the republicans, as far as preparedness goes, but
they represented a social structure already existing; and herein lies
the explanation of their success. Thus the coup de force of the social¬
ist minority, rendered more naive and ineffectual by the lack of a
program, was predoomed to failure, "in this immense task of social
^Ibid., p. 197.
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Louis Blanc drafted a Four-Point program for the organization, for
example, in the course of a brief discussion, IIcKay, op. cit,, p. 8.
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construction,” wrote Jaures, "the immense majority of the citizens must
co-operate.
Although the socialist revolution of I8i;8 failed in its avowed
program, it did draw the attention of succeeding governments to a consid¬
eration of social problems, Louis Napoleon realizing the iniportanoe of
the movement toward industrial reforms, made a promise of order and
industrial progress. He did not, of course, satisfy all expectations,
but he made an attempt to keep the faith of the laboring classes whose
cause he Iriad espoused, Eis moat special measures for the working-class
were to legalize combination of laborers; organize free law for the poor;
open free parks; develop schemas of insurance for old age and accident,
li5
and encourage provident and co-operative societiesThis was socialism
in a broad definition, but not the socialism which was associated with
revolutionary theories, and to wiiich he vras opposed. Dickinson says
that; "He probably accomplished more in the direction of positive amelio¬
ration than had been achieved by any of the Governments that had
succeeded one another since 1789.”^
Napoleon's efforts to steal the thunder of socialism by his amelior¬
ative measures v/ere not enough to extinguish the hopes of those who
demanded everything. These socialists, the survivors of I8I4-8, had no
faith in socialism baaed on a fev^ lav/s that could be altered by a stroke
of the pen. But revival and inspiration for the movement came, not
from within France, but from Germany,
hh
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^^Dickinson, op, cit,, p, 233•
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The vaf-ue axid utopian theories of I6J46 crystallized into a more .
profound analysis of social ills and their remedial measures. The
influences at work during the later years of the Empire is that of Llarx
and the workers' "International,” The philosophy of Mane, and the
economic theories,of the 'International,' although they fall chrono¬
logically within this period, are yet very little related to the devel¬
opments of our survey. Their importance lies only in the impetus they
gave to the resumption of the movement on the eve of the fall of the
Second Empire. Under this new banner socialism in Prance marched again
hi
Virhile "... the nation at large was contemptuous or indifferent."
The Paris Commune and Socialism
Let us revieviT briefly the rise and fall of Napoleon and the Second
Empire as a background to the Paris Commune and the Third Republic,
L'luis Napoleon entered Paris on the wings of the popularity of a
name. He was accepted on the strength alone of what this name — Bona¬
parte — I’opresented to the people. Bourgeois says: "There could be
no doubt wliatever that the nation was weary of parliamentary struggle
and of the impotence of party; it dreaded disturbances and yearned for
rest and security,T/Vhatever else ware the factors contributing to
the failure of the new' movement Proudhom has this to say: "The nation
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N&polQon or the unhappy alternative of continued turmoil. The mere force
of the situation at this time left little doubt as to the outcome. The
ovojTwhelming conservatism of the provinces, hitherto unconscious or
indifferent, was beginning to be asserted. This departure is of great
importance in French national life. This force made it known to Paris —
the cominant minority — that the vriLll of Paris -vvas not the will of
F'rance, We shall consider very shortly the revengeful attitude Paris
assumed tovrard her defeat.
The opportunity for Paris to reassert herself was not long in coming,
Napoleon's iSmpira of ’’glory” and ’’order” was neither of glory nor of
order. Eis failure to gain the one implied the failure of the other.
It secured, it is true, some twenty years of internal
peace and prosperity, but it founded no institutions, solved
no problems, reconciled no parties: the crisis it had . , ,
everything had bean postponed, while nothing at all had
been sett led,50
The reforms Napoleon granted suggested that others could and should be
made. The brilliance of de Tocqueville makes this point clear, "The
most dangerous moment for an oppressive government is the moment it
begins to reform,” It vras Napoleon's undoing to have displayed force
on the one hand, and ameliorative measures on the other. To repent in
a measure is to admit somewhat of total guilt.
The Republic was waiting, as it seams, for an opportunity to
reappear on the stage of French national life. It had not long to wait,
^1
Pressure from without,-^ and a general discontent from within pulled
50




the last cord of hope from an empire that vras already in the throes of
death, Cinoa more the Republic tried-its hand. Like its predecessor
of 18lj.8, it was conservative. And like it again, the new Republic had
still to survive the assault of the new movement — the social Revolu¬
tion,
As the Republic waited for the fall of the Empire, so waited the
radical forces, who were smarting from their defeat by France in 18lt-8,
and by the Empire itself in 1851, The socialists reasserted themselves
behind the Commune, Paris fought tooth and nail to prevent the provinces
from dictating to her in particular and to the other industrial towns
in general, Paris struck.
Once again in a single generation, the leaders of the social
Revolution attempted to force its will upon the uncompromising coimtry.
The Republic gave way to the Commune without a struggle. The procla-
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mation of the Commune in Paris was a signal for its initiation in the
other large towns. The socialist creed had been modified by its
experience under the Second Republic and the Second Empire,55 The
socialists realized that a necessary preliminary to a solution of social
ills vras some political organization which would emancipate the
industrial tovms from the control of the provinces. Consequently, Paris
5k








This was at least the prima facie motive of the Commune. The ultimate
aim as expressed in the inherent rights of the Commune^^ was a declara¬
tion of socialism. It was in this regard that the Commune has
importance to our consideration.
The Commune’s practical application of socialism was initiated by
the establishment of commissions of labor and exchange. The Central
Committee of the Commune further emphasized its socialist trend by
proclaiming: "Workingmen, do not deceive yourselves; this is the
great struggle; it is parasitism and labor, exploitation and production
that are at issue.
More directly indicative of the socialist trend of the Commune was
the appointment of a commission of Inquiry to investigate the work in
the factories with a view to the treatment of labor.57 The Cotiunune made
an admirable attempt to reorganize the economic order, but was not able
actually to accomplish anything. In the circumstances^® in \vhich they
operated, the socialists of the Commune vrere unable to transform theory
into practice. Furthermore, the socialism of this period, being the
will of a small minority, was just as impotent as that of I6I4.8. Jaures
observes that:
55"The absolute guarantee of individual liberty, of liberty of con¬
science and liberty of work,”
5®Dickinson, bp, cit,, p, 272,
^'^Ibid,, p. .275.
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The Commune spent its short tenure of office fighting and had
little time for legislation. It had come into oxistance in the wake of
the Prussian siege, starvation, cold and prolonged anxiety; and in
these same circumstances it had its being.
6l
A revolutionary minority, no matter how intelligent
and energetic, is not enough, in modera societies at
least, to bring about a revolution. The co-operation of
the immense majority is needed,59
Especially is this true for a movement so extensive and intensive, by
the very nature of its ideal, as socialism. The factor of time as the
essence of the socialist theory must bo considered even with the
majority support.
Marx attributed the failure of the Commune to yet another important
factor:
In Europe, in 1871, there was not a single country
on the continent in which the proletariat constituted the
majority of the people. A ’people’s* revolution, that
swept actually the majority into its streams, could be
such only if it embraced the proletariat and the peasantry.
Both classes then constituted the ’people’ ....
The Paris Commune strove for such alliance, although
it failed to achieve i^^owing to a number of circumstances
internal and external.
We have seen that the new movement did not appeal to the peasantry.
6l
from the outset, and therefore rendered such an alliance impossible.
Although the peasantry did not enjoy a millenium, it vras v/illing to
accept "things as they were" in preference to a new socialist arrange¬
ment.
Thus the Commune did not represent the will of France, The old
Jacobin spirit of the dictatorship of the minority had run its course.
To be sure, almost all revolutions represent the work of a militant
59
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minority taking advantage of given favorable conditions. But the Paris
Commune could neither boast of favorable conditions”*^ nor of the fact
that it represented the general will. It must be emphasized also that
France did not know, in reality, wiiat Paris was attempting to do beyond
reasserting herself as dictatrix of Prance, ’’There can be no national
epic,” ivrites Sorel, ’’about things which the people cannot picture to
themselves as reproducible in a near future,Furthermore, France
had not the peace nor leisure necessary for the great transition
socialism would entail, Paris lost once again to the conservative force.
The Republic returned to claim the role Paris could not play.
With the fall of the Commune, the socialist movement lost its
leaders and a great part of its rank and file. Once again it passes
out of sight, and whan it reappears — beyond the scope of our survey ~
it reappears in the form of syndicalism,^
In England, as vre have seen, social changes effected by political
formulae held ascendancy over extra-legal devices. This adherence to
such an idea is attributed to the long established oonstitutional
development of the English government that has given it a permanency
few governments enjoy. In France, however, vre find an entirely
different historical antecedent. The French, unlike the English, could
“^ide infra, p,
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Although syndicalism appears as a phase of the general movement
toward reorganization of society on Socialist principles, it belongs
more to the history of Trade-unionism than to our special problem.
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not boast of having a strong political machine to which they could
turn with their problems. Consequently, French socialism, taking
its cue from the stormy historical development of the country,
assumed and maintained a revolutionary spirit. It became from the
outset a social revolution mth no ultimate hope of overcoming
social ills by charters or any merely political device. And, as we
shall see, when French socialism finally turned to politics it did
so only as a compromise measure.
Furthermore, the new revolution imposed itself upon the old
revolution (against aristocracy) which had well established itself
in the hearts of the nation through years of growth. It must be
emphasized also that the new movement was actually expressed in action
65
vri-thin a fevf years of the establishment of the evil it was means to
uproot.
Socialist thought as expressed by Saint-Simon, Fourier and Louis
Blanc was more or lass implicitly revolutionary in tiiat it savr no
compatibility betvreen its ideal and contemporary institutions. The
old revolution vron the ascendancy, and thereby, assumed the propor¬
tion of a national movomentj whereas the new revolution -was the vrork
of a small minority. The Commune wrote the Iasi chapter to French
revolutionary socialism as it attempted to impose itself on French
society. Let us now consider the practical attempt of socialism to
get a parliamentary career through positive political action.
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Another point to be emphasized is that socialism has its raison
d'etre in a definite degree of capitalist development. The new move-
ment in France was, therefore, directed against an industrial system
which, prior to 1850 was in its infancy.
The French Labor Party
Le Proletairc, 11 Cecetnbar 1678, declared;
"Le remade a cat etat de chosas . . . est dans
la creation on France d'un Parti Ouvrier tel qu'il
existo deja dans plusieurs etats voisins,”°°
If the Labor Party as a political weapon were not the remedy for the
social malady, it was, at least, a step in that direction,
After their catastrophic attempts to capture the government in
1814-8 and 1871, the socialists of the Third Republic came to the con¬
clusion , that to ignore political action was neither helpful
nor possible.The vrorkingman, they reasoned, could use the vote
to suppoi’t those vfho represented his cause. The ory vjbs: "The
Republic has given the ballot into your hands, now give the Republic
your instructions,"^^ The socialists consequently supported the Repub¬
lic, but ivLth the reservation that there be "le minimum d'etat et la
maximum da Liberte,"^^
It must be borne in mind, ho’TOver, that the socialist movement in
Franca never abandoned the idea of revolution "... For in those days,
after the defeat of the Paris Commune, history demanded slow organizational
66 -
'.^uotaQ by Vfeil in op, cit., p. 36.
"^Laidler, Social-Economic movements, P» ?8l4., ^ ^
^^Weil, op. cit., p, 227.
La Revolution Frangais, January 13, 1879. quoted by Wail in
op, cit., p, 229.
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and aduoational virork. Kothing else -vvas possible."' It irras to bo,
therefore, a gradual process in the new policy rather than an inmediato
stroke as exemplified in the old policy. Thus the new policy represented
an attempt of the-socialists to educate the masses, and by gradual in-
71
filtration capture the machinery of government. In a vrord, the new
.policy may be described as one of compromise.
The main object of the Parti Ouvrier is to be a kind
of recruiting and instructing sergeant, preparing the masses
for the final assault ugon the state, which is the citadel
of capitalist society.
Furthermore, it was believed that having some definite organization would
place them in a better position to direct affairs in the event of a
73national crisis. •
It is shoivn by the events reviewed that the socialists' participa¬
tion in French Politics came as a compromise --a compromise they were
hesitant to make. It seems difficult for the French socialist to get
avmy from his hope of an immediate rather than a gradual social trans¬
formation. This impatience seemed to insinuate itself into the move¬
ment at every turn. It is not, however, difficult to understand why
the French socialists looked tovrard the creation of a new order rather'
than placed hope in an unstable existing order. 74 But as a matter of
policy, a compromise was made with the old order to enable French
socialist thought to advance, not ahead of itself, but parallel with
70tiThg Tasks_of ;bhe Proletariat in Our Revolution" in Lenin,
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oairtain industrial conditions necessary for its proper development,^^
"Considerant que 1'emancipation des travailleurs doit etre 1'oeuvre
des travailleurs eux-memas . . a political party was organized
in Paris in 1878. The program of this group came under the general
heading of Parti Ouvrier -- Labor. Party. This is the first time, says
Wail, that the vrords were used with a political significance,'^'^
As iniierent vdth the socialists, they ware divided on the kind of
political action most desirable for remedial measures of reform,"^® At
79the Labor Congress of St. iltienne the socialist forces split into
tvro parts; one group organized into the French Labor Party, the other
80
into the Revolutionary Socialist Labor Party, The word ”revolution-
ary” was later dropped, but the name Federation of Socialist T/orking-
81
men of France was maintained as a sub-title. The French Labor
Party adopted a revolutionay character, emphasizing immediate reforms
under the capitalist system, and insisting that it was necessary to
82
seize political power in the state through revolution. But the
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conquests of political po\TOr appeared to be a rather peaceful and gradual
process of infiltration into local departments and national legislative
bodies,®^
The French Labor Party under the character described above became the
most active socialist party in France, The Socialist Labor Party, oddly
enough, failed to remain intact. Differences of opinion as to organiza¬
tion and aims were contributing factors to its failure.
There were other smaller groups active in this period that ivere
fairly v/ell organized or in the process of being organized, A description
I
of these is not important here, however. It is sufficient that they
acquired a follov/ing as their particular programs attracted the ^vorking
classes, which were steadily growing with French Industrialization,
In spite of many socialist parties ("factions" is a better term for
them) social questions were slow in entering parliament. Public opinion,
as expressed through the electorate, did not crystalize simultaneously
vri-th the formation of the workingmen's political parties. But as the
parties developed along definite lines, interest and sympathy for their
problems increased. In 1880, the Republicans adopted a resolution
favoring freedom of associaticn, ’ At this time unions were illegal. In
the following year the government removed the restrictions that had been
placed on the press. Another act of great significance was the extension,
in 1882, of primary schools into the provinces.
Labor received its greatest concession from the government in 186i|.,
vfhen the legal right to organize vras established. Within a short period
of time unions —syndioats, as they were called — sprang into existence.
^^Ibid., p, 358.
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Realizing the importance of organization and numbers, the various social¬
ist groups began to woo the syndicate with a view of drawing them into
fill
politics,^ The socialist movement was then given the opportunity to
V
invadefthe political arena. Liberal socialists and the radical Left
established a parliamentary entente by which they could daily press
social issues, ^ The government could no longer table the social
problem^ These parliamentary socialists, in order to augment their
power further, joined forces with the trade imions as a sine qua non
of their success in political action. As a result of this combination
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forty socialists were elected to the Chamber of Deputies in 1893»
The socialists soon found themselves quarreling with each other,
and debating whether they should vote with the Radicals®"^ until very
little was done along practical lines before the turn of the century,
’iVhat is more important than intra-socialist bickerings, however, is
the final establishment of the beginning of a parliamentary career for
French socialism,. What are the principal factors contributing to this
success?










are quite different, the early socialists made the mistake of not being
too particular about the ■way in ■which their program "was to be realized.
Socialism, as it represented an and in itself, -was revolution — a
revolution that was, for the most part, imperfectly understood e-ven by
those who would bring it to pass.
Rightly understood, however, the early socialists of the revolu¬
tionary type could think only in terms of revolution, since they had
first to svreep a'way the old order to make way for their new society, We
have seen hovr this was attempted in France, and, somewhat to a lesser
degree in England, Old instiitutions are basically conservative, aliways
fighting hard against the encroachment of an over-all authority. In
this struggle socialism failed, T/Yith the change of aim a change of
tactics ■was effected. The (later) socialists attempted to reconcile
socialism to practical politics and, more generally, to the temper of
the times. Not before this yms achieved did socialism become a matter




For the sake of convenience and a better understanding of the socialist
movement in Germany, it is perhaps desirable to divide her modem history
into two major periods. The period, roughly from 1815 to 18J+8, may be called
the period of preparation for the revolution of 18i+8; and all that has
happened since in Germany, the period of the continuation of the course set
in ISUS. Invariably political upheavals are preceeded by vj-hat is often
called a philosophical revolution vdiioh tends to become their intellectual
basis. But before we describe the philosophic movement antecedent to the
revolution of I8I4.8 in Germany, it will be instructive to review the composi¬
tion of the different classes of people which form the groundwork of her
political organization.
The political organization of Germany prior to, and at the out-break
of the disturoances of 181(8, was decidedly more complicated than in the
other two countries wo have just reviewed. The middle classes had triumphed
both in France and England while the nobility in Germany retained a great
portion of its old privileges. This old nobility in Germany, then extremely
numerous and partly very wealthy, v/as still dominant in the country. In a
vrord, the nobility was the dominant minority which led national and social
life-.
The bourgeoisie of Germany was less wealthy and concentrated than those
of France or England. The industrial revolution wirdch tends to bring with
it the rule of the middle class, was in Germany much later than France and
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England, And even when the middle class came into power in Germany, as we
shall sea, it did not coalesce with the old aristocracy as occurred, con¬
spicuously, in England, The backwardness of German economic life together
with the iron hand of the old aristocracy prevented the bourgeoisie from
attaining political supremacy which the English bourgeoisie has gained
gradually, and decisively in the nineteenth century.
After 1815, however, the political importance of the middle class in
Germany began to increase appreciably. Ironical though it was, every
political privilege denied the middle class was compensated by commercial
concessions. It was, however, impossible to concede the latter without
finally granting the former. The middle class soon found passivity imposs¬
ible under the pressure of the old order. It began to stir towards a
political movement in Germany in the ISl+O's. But it must be emphasized
that this movement was an expression of middle-class interests and not a
purely democratic movement.
Meanwhile, the mass of the nation which neither belonged to the nobility
nor to the bourgeoisie, consisted of a small trading and shopkeeping class
in the towns, and the peasantry in the country. These classes occupied a
position between the bourgeoisie and the proletariat or industrial class,
Y/hile aspiring to the position of the first, the small trading and shop¬
keeping class often found itself in the ranks of the second.
The German working class — the industrial proletariat — in its social
and political development (at the outbreak of the revolution of iSi+S) was
as far behind those of England and Prance as the German bourgeoisie was
behind the bourgeoisie of those countries. The German proletariat in this
period, was, therefore, the least numerous of all the classes. Consequently,
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any ideas of the emancipation of this small minority group could only become
clear and forceful as they appreciated correctly the working of capitalism
and the influence of economic conditions. In other words, the conflict
between capitalist and labor interests becomes imminent in the light of
existing facts and certain basic historical developments. This is an im¬
portant observation yrfiioh we shall have the occasion further to examine
as a weakness in the German socialist movement.
Finally, there was the great class of small fartners — the peasantry,
A description of the many groups into which this class is divided is not
important here. It is sufficient to recognize its existence and influence
as a class in Gennan society. The peasantry, together with the agricultural
laborers, formed the most numerous class in Germany. This group, for the
most part, lived miserably and died the slaves of the land and of their
landlords. It could hardly be expected that these people would take the
initiative in any movement of reform or that they would even support it
heartily. The initiatory impulse lay rather with the more concentrated, more
enlightened people of the towns,
This description of the classes which in their aggregate formed the
German nation at the outbreak of the revolutionary movements of the mid*
nineteenth century will help to explain some of the difficulties wliich the
movements met.
The political division of Gennany into more, or less important princi¬
palities throws further light upon the confusion and conflicting interests
of the elements which compose the nation. However, the story of German
political and social disunity is a well known one, and need not arrest our
attention here. But in order to understand her recent reform movements it
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it of vital importance to bear in mind the autocratic, paternalistic character
of German government.
Nineteenth century German political theory expressed itself in the old
concept of the paternal state. The state assumed the right to regulate every
phase of its citizen's life, in domestic, industrial, educational, moral and
political affairs. ”Nowhere in Europe,” wrote Gooch, ”was absolutism more
repulsive,” Petty princes and Imperial knights luxuriated in sumptuous court
life -vdiile the masses degenerated in poverty.
Meanwhile, however, a philosophical revolution was already underway to
usher in a stream of anti-governmental criticism vdiibh had its expressions,
though weak and unorganized, in the political and social upheavals of 18l).8
to 1850.
German philosophical thought of this period emanated from state; appointed
instructors in her universities. This intellectual awakening, terminating
in the Hegelian system, declared that ”what is reasonable is actual; and what
is actual is reasonable,”^ As might well have been expected, the effects of
these remarkable propositions were immediate. Engels indignantly cried out:
"That was tangibly a sanctification of things that be, a philosophical
benediction bestowed upon despotism, police-government. Star Chamber
proceedings and censorship.”2 This is how the dominant minority understood
1
TiVilliam Wallace, The Logic of Hegel, translated from The Encyclopaedia
of the Philosophical Sciences (London, iSgS), p. 10,
Ludwig Feuerbach, ed. by C. P. Duff (New York, 1935), P» 20,
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it. But Hegel did not stop here. The attribute of reality, he claimed,
belonged only to that which at the same time was necessary: "the reality
proves itself to be necessary in the course of its development,
Obviously from such a statement any number of conclusions may be conveni¬
ently reached, as indeed they were. The State accepted it without going
further into Hegeliam dialectics,^ v/hile clever man like llarx and Sngels
turned the idea upon its (implicitly) revolutionary heels. Thus the
Hegelian system appears both as a conservative force (Hegel in his later
days, was a conservative) and a revolutionary weapon against outmoded
institutions. In a word, the Hegelian system, while giving the State a
philosophical basis, gave impetus also to the movement for reform,
Marx and Engels, like most of the other students of Hegel, ware
dissatisfied with their old teacher’s philosophy which was too idealistic
and conservative, Vfcile they were searching around for "an escape from
Hegelianism," along came Feuerbach's materialism about which Engels wrote:
liVliile materialism conceives nature as the sole reality,
nature in the Hegelian system represents merely the aliena¬
tion of the absolute idea, so to say, a degradation of the idea.
Nature exists independently of all philosophy. It is the
foundation upon which we human beings, ourselves products of
nature, have grown up. Nothing exists outside nature and man..,.
Enthusiasm was general; we all became at once Peuerbachians,5
William Wallace, op, cit,, p, 11,
^"Dialectics is nothing more than the science of the general laxvs of
motion and development of nature, human society and thought," - Engels,
Anti-Duhring (New York, 1935), P»
5
Ludv/ig Feuerbach, op. cit., p, 26,
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In the same connection, Bngels further declared:
,..,the dialectic of the concept itself became merely
the conscious reflex of the dialectical motion of the
real world and the dialectic of Hegel was placed upon
its head; or rather, turned upon its feet again.
It remained for Jferx and Engels to go beyond even Feuerbach to a
complete repudiation of philosophical idealism and toward the application
of dialectical materialism to the interpretation of history and the pronio-
tion of the proletarian revolution. In his Theses on Feuerbach, I&rx
wrote: "The philosophers have only interpreted the vrorld in various ways:
n
the point, hovraver, is to change it,'*' And again he said:
Social life is essentially practical. All mysteries
vd'doh mislead theory to mysticism find their rational
solution in human practice and in the oomprehension of
this practice,®
Similar quotations could be recorded without end, but enough has
been given to show that both I.'Iarx and JSngels abandoned absolute idealism,
but carried over into the enemy's camp the dialectics of Hegel as a
starting-point from which IJarxism vras to attack the evils of society,
Harxism is too involved to attempt a detailed consideration here.
Nevertheless, two fundamental principles may be discerned as the founda¬
tion upon which the system rests — historical and dialectical materialism
and the theory of surplus value, Engels, Marx's literary spokesman, wrote
Ibid., p, 5i)..




These two great discoveries, the materialistic conception
of history and the revelation of the secret of Capitalist
production by means of surplus value we owe to Marx. With
these discoveries socialism became a science,^
Upon the theoretical mind of the German the philosophical revolution
fell like a bombshell. Thus it became evident tiiat public opinion was
undergoing a great change in Germany. It is of utmost importance to
emphasize tliat, -with all his love for the theoretical, the German is no
v/ild visionary, and much less is he by nature revolutionary,^^ This
fact goes far to account for the character of German socialism which v/as,
from its first appearances, "less revolutionary than evolutionary."^^
It is necessary to point out, however, that Marxist though the German
Social Democratic movement was in many ways (particularly in its sympathy
with the proletarians of other lands, and in its fundamental aim of social¬
izing means of production), its reliance on State assistance and political
action as the basis of its claims lent to the movement a compromising
character which sharply distinguished it from Marxism as a revolutionary
theory, Marx and Engels were averse to such political tendencies. Further¬
more, they fought bitterly against opportunism in German Social Democracy
9
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and against any attempts to destroy the class struggle ideag I'otmth-
standing the appearance of Karxism in the radical vang of the Social
Democratic Party, the movement may be said to have bean mora successful
ft
in its fight against Marxism than Marxism vras against it. Marxian
doctrines did not infiltrate into the movement in any noticeable degree
until the early 70’s.
The Socialist Movement in Germany
Although the revolutionary disturbances in Franca had little effect
upon Germany, the barriers of the old order were not altogether imper¬
vious to their influences. Those disturbances had proved that old
institutions -vvera not irremovable objects. They iiad focussed the demand
for liberty and popular government. The old state, it seamed, had out¬
lived its usefulness. The times called for a different theory of govern¬
ment, In spite of popular pressure, however, Germany comas far into
the nineteenth centurj'' before the forces of liberalism lift their heads
perceptibly above the surface of absolutism. Before vte proceed to our
special problem, some important facts concerning the character and
problems of German socialism must be mentioned.
The socialist movement in Germany is exceptional to our general
subject tlriat socialism was late in achieving political expression. On
the contrary, socialism in Germany, in relation to its origin, was early
in entering politics. As vre have seen, it appeared both in England and
in France as early as the 1820's, but did not achieve a parliamentary
1 P
“^Adoratsky, op. cit., II, xv-xvi; Otto Huhle, Earl Marx (Eaw York,
1929), p. 270.
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career until the closing years of the century. Wiy, then, did the move¬
ment take an opposite course of development in Germany to that in iiagland
and France? And, again, why was it able to grow fairly vigorously in
'*fc,
Germany when, during the same period, it was a negligible force in those
other countries? The answers to these questions, for the most part, are
to be found in the nature of German socialism and in the general trend of
German politics.
From the outset German socialism sppeared, not as a revolutionary
movement bent upon the destruction of existing institutions, but rather
as a movement quite in Iriarmony with the philosophical idea of the paternal
state. In short, the movement was consistent with the recognized policy
of the government, and insofar as this consistency was maintained (at
least in the eyes of the State), the socialist idea was tolerated, if not
encouraged.
Secondly, parliamentary politics was a new institution in Germany
after ISl+S. To be sura, socialism had to struggle for parliamentary
recognition, but it did not suffer ttie stigma of being an intrusion into
a system already vrorking reasonably well without it. Unlike the case in
Sngland and France, middle-class liberal and consejrvative ideas in
Germany were not vjell entrenched in the political thought of the nation.
Consequently, socialist thought in Germany was able to compete with other
parliamentary ideas on a more nearly equal basis.
Thirdly, Bismarck, for all his ’’blood and iron” politics, recognized
the fact that he needed some popular support for his program. Consequently,
it was to his advantage to support the interests of the working classes
insofar as those interests were compatible with Piis idea of state
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responsibility. Emil Ludwig says that Bismarck very promptly considered
, the question of vdiether the State, in its position as employer,
could not set an example to other employers in the regulation of working*
class conditions,Bismarck seemed, however, to have had his own idea
of when such a matter should pass into legislation. In the meanwhile,
he made it clear that he would not tolerate any serious opposition to his
general policy of creating a strong aristocratic state.
As long as the Social Democrats registered only token opposition to
BisraaTck’s policies he appeared not to be alarmed. They had the choice
of two difficult alternatives; either to be subservient to Bismarck and
his policies, accepting what they were offered without question, or to
join forces with the other parties in a united front against him. They
did neither of these things. Lassalle tended toward tlie former, but as
for the latter, as we shall presently note, it appears that he endeavored
to bring about an alliance between the proletariat and the government
against the liberal bourgeoisie.
Lastly, German socialism ran into opposition from other parties, not
because it was considered dangerous, but rather because its program did
not especially enhance middle-class interests; universal suffrage is a
case in point. Middle-class liberalism had its own idea of what shape
reform measures should take. Of course, this was no more remarkable for
German than for England and Prance, Vftiat is remarkable in Germany, however,
is the fact that German philosophy (through Hegel) had proclaimed the
13
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advant of the middle class of the country to political power. And as
soon as there vras parliamentary politics in Germany the middle class
began to assert itself not only against the socialism of the working class,
but against the power of the old aristocracy as well. As a result, both
proletariat and aristocracy found a common eneny in the liberalism of the
middle class. Bismarck, recognizing the situation, played the bourgeois
against tlie proletarian, and from their division strengthened his crvvn
position,Lassalle, being above all, a practical politician, supported
the government against what he called the '’Progressive Clique" in order
to get his program a political career,Hayes says.
He could see good points in what the English have termed
Tory Socialism more clearly than in middle-class liberalism;
and many of his utterances must have been pleasing to Bis¬
marck as they ware angering to the Progressives, '
This rather lengthy discussion of the unique character of German
socialism will, perhaps, afford a better understanding of the movement
in German politics.
The period of preparation was 'draining to a close. It is no great
wonder that liberal minds in Germany, after seeing the progress of liberty
in other lands, felt profound discontent. Thus it was that the revolu¬
tionary troubles of 18l|.8 found expression in Germany,
■ ■ ■ — ' ■ '
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The German socialist movement may be said to have had its beginnings
in the revolutionary days of IBljS, It was at this time that the working
classes, the great proletariat which was henceforth to play such an im¬
portant part in the country's political ikh’d sb.oial history, first Isarned
their, power, .
The results achieved by the agitations of 18i+8 to 1850 v/ore not
immediately fruitful, but tiie working classes began to feel that much
could be accomplished through united effort. The rulers themselves began
to fear the popular surge to liberalism in government. Workers' organiza-
16
tions were established in all parts of the country. This movement was
rapidly followed up with restrictive measures, however. Several of the
States passed lav/s to check the flood of popular moveme'nts. The German
Diet adopted a resolution in I83h, wiiich stated that;
In the interest of the common safety all Federal
Governments undertake further to dissolve, ivithin two
months, the workingman's Associations and fraternities
existing in their territories which pursue political.
Socialistic or communistic purposes, and to forbid the
resuscitation of such organizations under penalty.^9
In the same year came an attack upon the press, which made special
personal license necessary- for printers to operate.It became tanta¬
mount to a criminal offense for newspapers to criticise public officials
or to publish statements objectionable to the governments or the auth¬
orities. The right of public meetings was also restricted. The workers
1 ft





were forced to abandon Pny ideas of getting help from politics, for the
time at least. But the democratic movement did not die. It was sub¬
merged beneath the surface, to be sure, but it was soon to reappear, with
a change of tactics, in the cooperative movement.
In the next few years the liberal movement in Germany took the form
of co-operative associations. These organizations were allowed to function
with the "... understanding that they would be good and give the
governments no trouble,The leader of this movement was Schulze-Delitz-
sch was a member of the Prussian National Assembly, it does not appear
that he used his position to work through politics for social reforms,
his principal aim vras to educate the workers in the doctrine of self-help
with the hope that this effort would solve all their problems. The move¬
ment, from the nature of its organization, appealed in the main to small
tradesman and members of the household artisan class rather than to the
factory workers. The movement was practical and entirely unpolitical, a
fact which accounted for its success at this time. The scheme was per¬
haps, quite adequate at the time it was initiated, but as a program for
the future it could hardly hope to solve the steadily growing problems of
industrialization, Lassalle detected this weakness, and, as a consequence,
developed the doctrine of state-help in opposition — although the two
need not have excluded each other. Before we give Lassalle's program a
detailed review,' it vail be Tc/ell to follov^ some facts of the historical
situation in which the neviT movement had its being,
^^Ibid., p. 135.
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As late as 1865, the German middle and working classes were still in
their infancy. The industrial revolution that had given rise and import¬
ance to these classes in England and Franca found the barriers of the olds
' fashioned states in Germany hard to penetrate. There were few cities, and
the old system of land ownership covered Germany almost universally. More¬
over, the old regime had established itself constitutionally long before
the commercial classes rose to prominence. The political principle of the
paternal aristocratic state did much to keep Germany behind the times as
an industrial country, Consequently, the extremes of the sorts of wealth
and poverty which give rise to socialism did not properly exist. Though
the laboring classes were miserably situated, they had long since come to
the point (passively, at least) of accepting the old eighteenth-century
relation of classes. They could, perhaps, console themselves with the
thought that their economic life was no worse than their political life.
■While England and Francs, and particularly England, iivere revolution¬
izing industry, Germany, as has been noted, soared into the clouds of
philosophical speculation. This intellectioa 1 awakening together with the
early beginnings of change in the economic life of the country gave Ger¬
many a consciousness of her backwardness. The middle class began to
exercise its strength in the demand for liberalism in government. But
this liberalism, as we have seen, was not in the best interests of the
working classes. The socialists, representing the ivorking classes,
argued that the liberals were sacrificing democratic ideas to their own
25
The power-loom, for example, was not introduced even into the
more progressive Rhine country until the middle of the nineteenth century.
material interests
The chief aim of the Social Democrats, as the socialists called thems
selves, was universal suffrage. The liberals, representing middle-class
interests, did not want universal suffrage as it did not help their cause.
Moreover, they argued, universal suffrage meant a strengthening of con¬
servatism, as it would give the deciding power at the polls to the
peasantry and the rural population generally which were under the control
25
of the reaction, and which largely outnumbered the urban population.
The liberals treated the working men and their leaders with scant courtesy
and consideration, "They wished,” writes Kirkup, "to utilise them as
subordinates, or, at the best, as dependent allies.
The workers, finding themselves almost isolated from those who
logically should have been their leaders, turned to Lassalle.^'^
Lassalle and German Social Democracy
VJhile Schulze-Delitzsoh’s Co-operative Associations ware taking
shape, and Bismarck had not yet come to power, party politics in Germany
began to develop along certain definite lines. At this time there
already existed three parties in Germany, the Conservatives, or Reaction¬
aries, the Rational Liberals, and the Democratic Party, The Conserva¬
tives formed the Great German Party, -vviiich desired the retention of
^Markham, op, cit., p, 75•
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The social activity of Lassalle dates from the year 1862,
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Austria in the Federal Union, while the liberals constituted the Small
German Party whose aims were the unification of Germany under Prussian
28
hegemony and the exclusion of Austria, The Democratic or workingman's
party was the least organized. The National Liberal Party, oddly enough,
refused to admit workers as regular members. It represented middle-class
interests. The Progressive Party of I86l, consisting of bolters from the
Liberal Party, was the only party of any organization in Germany that
adopted a liberal policy.
At the time when Lassalle assumed the leadership of the democratic
movement in Germany, prospects of his success V/ere discoiaraging indeed,
A large part of the working class, whom the Progressives had won over,
was hostile to him. Nevertheless, against politics and the police,
Lassalle was determined to win out. The first step vras the formation of
the Universal Gorm.an ‘.Yorkingraen*s Association "wliich could act as a lever
for agitation,The Association firmly contended that the representa¬
tion of the social interests of the vrorkers and the removal of class
antagonism can alone be secured by universal suffrage,^*^ The movement
proposed to work toward this goal by peaceful and legal means, emphasiz¬
ing the impoi^tance of gaining over public opinion. It was not until
tills organization came to the rescue of the Democratic Party that effective
organization and efficiency ivere achieved for the weak party,
28
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Lassalle boliaved that a naw historical ara bagan mth the revolu¬
tion of 18/4.8, for than, he maintained, the predominance of tha fourth
estate was proclaimed; henceforth the principle of the working class
31
would bo the ruling principle of society," The next revolution, he
believed, would be that which vrould place tha proletariat in povver. But
triis final revolution with him did not mean necessarily a violent organic
change in the institutions of the state, ^uite to the contrary, it might
take place in the deepest peace. The latter course seems to have bean
his preference; for ho said that "if the revolution be in society, in its
actual condition, then it must come out — there is no help for it ~ and
pass into legislation,"^^ Lassalle believed that in his day the revolu¬
tion was approaching, and, ha said, " , ,-, because I believe in it I
"33
wish not to precipitate it, but .civilise it beforaha:nd. . It Is interest¬
ing to note that, in this regard, Lasalle's policy differed from i'.?arxism
T/hich held that tha proletarian revolution was already at liand and
3ij-
that it should be precipitated immediately,-^
As we have already pointed out, Lassalle stood in opposition to
Sohulze-Delitzsch's doctrine of self-help. "Of vdiat good," he asked,
"were Schulze's self-help associations to people who ivere barely able
31
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to live?”^^ According to Lassalle, the working classes must be organized
in productive associations-'^ and the State must provide the necessary
credit. Bot how, the prior question arises, may the State be brought to
accept such an idea as proposed by Lassalle? The working classes, explains
Lassalle, must constitute themselves an' independent political party with
37
a platform of universal suffrage. It is interesting to emphasize
that his program of political reforms as a prerequisite to economic eman¬
cipation compares favorably with the democratic program of the Chartists,
Both programs emphasized also the importance of first preparing the
working classes for the leadership in the reform movement,
Lassalle believed that the will of the majority as expressed through
a party organization would bring the state along the road of social
reform. But, he warns, "when vre descend from theory to practice, all
obviously depends on v/hat sort of a state ;ve iiave got and the condition
under vj-hich it functions.”^® In the light of this the logical step for¬
ward is not to destroy the state and create another one, but to vrork
through the existing machinery for the solution of social problems. In
Dawson, op, cit., p. liqO.
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Lassalle did not propose tliis scheme as the solution of social
problems, however. He recognized the fact (one of Louis Blanc’s failures,
a propos) that the solution of social questions would require the fullness
of time. His plan was to serve as the most practical means of transi¬
tion, In a word, it was the organic principle of an incessant develop¬
ment, - Markham, op. cit., p. 65.
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the State, Lassalle believed, resides the hope of happiness, freedom and
cultureThe gro'vvth of the factory system, though slow in Germany, had
put great power within reach of the workers. The next logical stop,
Lassalle Diaintained, was to make them actually realize this power by insti¬
tuting democratic principles in government, ’’The representation of the
working classes in the legislative bodies of Germany can alone satisfy
1
their legitimate interests in a political sense.
This remarkable observation established the starting-point from which
Lassalle's socialism developed. His aim, it may be stated, ivas to make
socialism in Germany a matter of routine party politics. It is, perhaps,
desirable at this point to look into "what sort of state" his program
had for a workshop.
One of the most tangible results of the appeal to revolution in
Germany in the years 181+8 to 1850, was the Constitution of 1850, Under
duress of popular sentiment of the period. King Frederick William IV
promised his subjects through an "Appeal to Ity People and to the German
Nation,"^^ that a constitution for Prussia and for Germany would be
granted. Other state leaders in Germany made similar promises. These
promises for the most part v/ere merely appeasement measures, however.
The original draft of the Constitution of 1850 contained such
liberal measures as:
Providing for two elective chambers; responsibility of
ministers to the Diet;, x+ersonal, religious, and press free¬
dom; equity before the law and independence and publicity
39Ibid.
^^^Ferdinand Lassalle, Open Letter quoted by Dawson in op, cit., p, ll+l,
^^Dawson, op. cit., p. 28,
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in the administration of justice,"^
But the king soon saw the ties that bound his authority to popular control.
As a consequence, the document was revised. The new and final draft bore
no reseoiblanoe to the original. The constitution then adopted, with its
throe class system, its open voting and its indirect election, was merely
a legal sanction to the old order. There was no provision for political
freedom or even an approach to it, for a responsible ministry, or for
freedom or even an approach to it, for a responsible ministry, or for
real constitutional reforms. The authority of the King, as was intended,.
h3
was unimpaired. The King, later the Kaiser along with the Bundesrat,
was the final authority. Further to dampen the hopes of the democratic
element, the King, on taking the oath, made his position clear by
stating that.
The constitution was not a right but a favour bestowed
by the crovm; that the oath-taking which was likewise an act
of free will and not a royal duty - did not preclude the
possibility of future revision; and that all royal privileges,
the divine office of the king, and the allegiance of the
people remained unaltered,^
From the foregoing it is clear that the constitution and not the govern¬
ment vras subject to change accordingly as it (the constitution) vras com¬
patible with the prerogatives of the Crown. This powerful reaction to
hold back the dawn of the social revolution was at best only a check. The
aspirations of the immense majority remained a threat to the security of
^Ibid., p. 53,
^^George P. Gooch, Germany (New York, 1927), p. 21,
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ths absolute minority, Hegel's philosophjr*"-^ was at once conveniently
interpreted to justify the claims of both Crown and Liberals,
With the increasing infirmity of Frederick William IV, and the regen¬
cy of Prince William,^^ another chapter is written in Germany's historical
development. It was indeed a time of new life in Germany, The king of
Prussia, v/lio was destined to become the first emperor of Germany, soon
found himself at odds v/ith the Liberals in regard to his scheme of mili¬
tary reforms. Incidentally, the main interest of Prince William was the
preparation of the army as a weapon to strengthen Prussia for the leading
role in the unification of Germany, The Frankfort Constitution of 16i+9*
vras disinterred and amended to give Prussia the lead in German unity as
was originally intended by the framers of this document. The Liberals,
failing to realize the import of the king's military shake-up, refused
to vote for the necessary budget.
Meanwhile, the Germany of philosophical speculation was slowly, but
definitely transforming herself into the Germany of practical politics
and modern industrial life. The time for the unification of Germany had
come. If the aphorism that the age always produces the men it requires is
true, then Prince Bismarck and Lassalle were the two men in the Germany
of this period whose insight into the facts and tendencies of their time
was in some degree adequate to the occasion, Bismarck represented a
historic cause — the regeneration and unification of Germany, The cause
45
,Vide Supra, p, 74.
^The King's health failed completely in 1856, Prince William became
king for all practical purposes, but it was not until 1861 that he
ascended the throne as King William I,
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Lassalle brought to the front — social betterment by beginning at the
germ of contention, the working man's problamSH—was at a very different
stage of progress.
Just at the time when the King threatened to resign under pressure
of liberal opposition, Roon, the newly appointed Minister of War, inter¬
vened to stay the King's hand. It was Roon’s suggestion that Harr Von
Bismarck-Schonhausen, the Prussian iknbassador in Paris, should be called
to head the totbering ministry.^^ The fortunes of Germany, and, indeed,
the fortunes of Europe ware to repose in the personality and force of
Bismarck who became Chief Minister of Prussia in 1662. Was the nev/ minis¬
ter prepared to follow the King's military program in the teeth of parlia¬
mentary opposition? Bismarck himself furnishes the answer. Ho said,
in the Budget Committee of Parliament on 30th September 1862:
Germany does not look to Pi’ussia's Liberalism but to
her power., Prussia must concentrate her power until the
favourable moment, which several times already has been
allowed to passj for her frentiers are unfavorable to a
healthy body politic. The great question of the time will
bo decided not by speeches and resolutions of majorities -
that ivas the mistake of 18i+8 and 16i4.9 - but by blood and
i ron
This, in sumiBary, may be described as Bismarck's national and international
policy from 1862 to his retirement in I89O, It o:-:prassed a course of
action along which the destinies of Germany were to run for almost two
generations, 'We shall surely hoar more of this personality in his
relation to our special consideration.
hi
George P. Gooch, op. cit,, p. 23.
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In the oontroversy between the King and the Liberals over the budget,
Lassalle deserted his Association for the moment to intervene. The real
problem was not the fate of military reform, but rather whether King or
parliament was supreme. Which conclusion to Hegel's propositions would
triumph?
JiQ
The opposition stood for the letter of the Constitution. Lassalle
came foiwmrd, and in a lecture "On the Nature of a Constitution,"^
expressed decidedly different views than those the Liberals held. He
maintained that a constitution is the expression of the strongest
political forces of the time. All the classes in the Prussian state, for
example, were forces, but as it happened, the King with the army as a
means of political power, was the strcaagest force. Consequently, he
further argued, in the struggle with a government resting on such a basis
mere arguments and compromises were unevailing,5^
Lassalle hoped to outmaneuver the Liberals whoso program, as has been
pointed out, did not include the interests of the workin^en. By this
gesture, ha further hoped to win the sympathy and respect of the govern¬
ment in order that it might be constrained to consider his program of
social reform. Ha was quite consistent in his theory that the existing
order was the best agency tlirough vAioh socialism could realize its program.
His political program was, and remained throughout his career, subordinate
to that of social amelioration.
The King hinted that he would dispense with parliamentary sanction,
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In a subsequent leoturo, '*'What Next,” (Appropriately titled for the
inevitable prior question) Lassalle tells the liberals what course to
follow in resisting the government. "Proclaim the facts of the political
struggle as they were," he said, "and then retire from the Chamber
To retire, he reasoned, would eliminate the claim that they sanctioned
the government's program. Furtliermore, their retirement vrould force the
government to operate against popular sentiment.
The liberals, being already at odds with Lassalle, gave no special
attention to his admonitions. Bismarck, with a stubbornness characteristic
of his antecedents, proceeded according to plan in spite of parliamentary
opposition. The army was reorganized, the vriLsdom of wlrich was found in
the victory over Austria in 1866. Not before this victory did the Liberals
tone down their opposition. Of this momentous stroke of Bismarck, Qooch
writes; "... the victories of I8616 were soon to bring the great majority
of his critics in ecstatic submission to his feet."53
Lassalle’s break with the Liberals ivas now complete. As might have
been expected, his adherence to complete democracy precipitated a break
with middle-class liberalism which was bent upon fostering the interests
of that class to the exclusion of those of the proletariat. Lassalle
novf devoted his attention to the Universal German Workingmen's Assooia-
ti on.
His "Open Letter" begins the actual socialist agitation which










The underlying principle of the "Open Letter " was that a political pro¬
gram should bo fostered, but it should be entirely subordinated to the
great social end of impro-ving the condition of the working classes,55 Las
sallo attempted to show that the germ of the social problem is found in
Hicardo’s "iron economic law of wages.Under the inevitable operation
of tliis law, ho said, there was no hope for the working class. The remedy
Lassalle argued, vres to secure to the workingmen the full produce of
their labor.
Lassalle was elected president of the Association for a term of five
years. From the formation of the Association until his death in 186[(., he
devoted much of his attention to stabilizing the forces of labor,
Lassalle's death came at the hands of a rival in a triangular love
affair. Thus passed one of socialism's great exponents, Dawson writest
Until Lassalle entered public life the working classes
iiad been without organization, and had wandered about like
sheep without a shepherd, Lassalle may rightly be called the
savior of the German Democratic Party, which vras weak and
ineffective before he organized the workers in support of it,
Vlith great emphasis, Lassalle ' showed the dependence of economic
forces upon political power and influence. His economic program as
expressed in his Productive Associations made no groat impression and soon




Namely, that the average wages of labor always remain reduced to
the necessary provision which, accoi'ding to the customary standard of
living, is required for subsistence and for propagation, - La idler, A
History of Socialist Thought, P• 283• • :
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Dawson, op. cit., p. 183,
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for domooracy, and through democracy, for the improvement of the oonditions
of the vrorking classes has bean developed to a degree, perhaps, unparalleled
in the history of the socialist movement. His work is to be estimated,
58
then, not by the failure of his economic plan*^ (which was always subor¬
dinated to his political program) but rather by the later history of
Social Democracy in Germany,
The most capable of Lassallo’s adherents proved to be Von Schweitzer
who became president of tlie Association in 1867. In such a novel organi¬
zation, however, it is quite understandable that confusion and competi¬
tion would check the progress of the Association. But it is not important
to our special problem to arrest our attention in this matter. It will
be more profitable to pause for a moment to realize from v/hat low estate
the German w'orking class was now endeavoring to rise.
It must be borne in mind that the German working man in the period
1865-90 had no share or experience in government, either local or national.
The right of combination and even of free movement had been denied him
for generations. His government, as has been'pointed out, assumed the
right to regulate every phase of his national and social life. If the
working man attempted to rebel against this over-all authority it was
very probable that he would be arrested. With Lassalle’s death and the
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As for Bismarck’s attitude toward the plan, Dawson says that
the scheme of Associations worked by the aid of state funds was thought¬
fully ..weighed by Bismarck, though he was never able clearly to recognize
its -wisdom or utility. He saw no objection in principle to the plan,
hovrever. In op. cit., p. I69.
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subsequent confusion existing among the leaders of the Association, the
working man understandably felt that there was no one whom he could trust*
Misery and poverty prevailed in the industrial region on the Riiine,
%
in Saxony and Silesia. Men, women and children vj-ere worked for fifteen
hours a day. Hand labor was gradually disappearing in the wake of
machinery brought in by the industrial revolution. Both man and machine
suffered under the pressure of the competition of the more advanced
industries of other countries, and especially of England who had begun
industrialization almost a century earlier. Under these depressing
circumstances, nevertheless, the German working man was determined to work
out his own salvation.
During these years tie political condition of Germany was, like her
economic life, uncertain and chaotic. The first step out of this politi¬
cal chaos was made in 1866, when the Iron Chancellor, Bismarck, after
defeating Austria, established the North German Confederation. The
elections to the North Gennan Diet, which was now established, were based
on universal suffrage. This bit of opportunist politics was primarily
a concession to the smaller states that they might be influenced thereby
to accept Prussian hegemony. It may be said that Bismarck's policy, after
1866, was directed toward securing national harmony and international
peace in order that he might consolidate his historic aohiovomont — the
unification of Germany, Tins concession had a profound influence on the
socialist movement in Germany. The question may be asked, how were the
Social Democrats to relate themselves to the new change of tilings. Before
we ansvrer this question, it should be interesting to trace the parallel
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course of an important movement wiiich was proceeding in the direction of
our special problem.
The adherents of Lassalle's Association cane chiefly from Prussia and
I
North Germany.In Saxony ard South Germany there had=meanwhile grown up
a new working men's party. This latter group, united at Frankfort in 1863,
contained a number of radical spirits among whom wore Wilhelm Liebknecht
and August Bebel,
In 1866, at Chemnitz, Saxony, these men drew up a political program
of wiiat they considered to bo immediate objectives^® of German labor. Out
of this group the Social Democratic Workingmen's Party was formed at
Eisenach, Although l&rx and Engels were in London at this time, it is
interesting to note the position they took in respect to the Eisenach
Party, Engels vehemently declared tliat:
The v/ord social denrocracy was unsuitable for a party whose
ultimate political goal is to supercede the whole state and
hence also democracy
Itorx and Engels later joined the party, however; but insisted that.
Its ciiief goal should be the overthrow of the bourgeoisie
and the abolition of px’ivate property in the means of pro¬
duction, and that the party should give correct expression to
proletarian interests,
There is no available evidence, hoi/rever, to shov^ that either i*^rx or
Engels exercised ary direct influence in the early development of the
party.
Laidler, A History of Socialist Thought, p,.286,>,, . .
^®Universal, direct and equal suffrage Tirith the secret ballot and
legislation tending toward the furtherance of the physical, intellectual
and moral improvement of the people, - Ibid., p, 267.
^^Adoratsky, op. cit., p. xvii.
^^Ibid.
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Thus two socialist parties ware established in Germany, the Lassalle
Association which had its membership in Prussia, and the Eisenach Party
which found support in Saxony and South Germany, Both parties send repre¬
sentatives to the North German Diet in which at one time as many as seven
representatives sat,^^ The tactics of the two parties wore poles apart,
. vj
however. Sohvreitzer, the leader of the Lassalle group regarded the North
German Confederation as unwelcome, but accepted it as a fact which the
socialists strould well consider. Lassalle himself, probably, would have
taken tW. s course of action, Liobknecht, the spokesman for the other
group, looked upon the Confederation as a work of violence that should be
overthrown, and felt that the socialists should further none of the pro-
posals of the Diet,
During the Franco-Prussian War of 1870-71 the flood of patriotic
enthusiasm outplayed socialist agitation. It is, perhaps, interesting to
note the position the socialists took in regard to the support of the
German government in the war effort. Liebknecht and Bebel refrained from
voting on the war loan as they disliked both Prussia's policy and Napoleon
III, The oiiier socialists, including Schweitzer, voted for it, as a
French victory, they believed, would mean the overthrow of their comrades
in France, and the disintegration of Germany, After France fell, however,
63
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all voted against a further loan. As a result of this expression, many of
tiie socialists wore thrown into prison, and, as a further result, the
elections to the iieichstag in 1671 returned only two socialist members.
After having been defeated at the polls, Schweitzer resigned his
leadership of the Universal Workingmen's Association, From ivhat wo have
seen of Lassalla's attitude tov/ard the state, it may be stated that Sohv/eit-
zer followed his predecessor's line of vision ivith a fair amount of
accuracy. But the struggles v/ithin his own party and with *bhe opposing
Eisenach Party Iriad made his post untenable.
About the same time, in the spring of 1871, during the uprisings of
tiie working class in the Paris Commune, the German socialists bestirred
themselves in sympathy for their French comrades. In the Reichstag, Bebel
made tie assertion;
Be assured that the entire European proletariat ... have
tiieir eyas fixed on Paris, And if Paris for the present is
crushed, I remind you that the struggle in Paris is only a
small outpost, that the main conflict in Europe is still
before us, and that ere many decades pass away, the battle-cry
of the Parisian proletariat...vdll be the battle cry of the
entire European proletariat.
Prom the foregoing it is clear (if Bebel may be considered to be the
spokesman for the movement) that German socialism vras losing the subtlety
Lassalle had given it. Although Lassallo vrould have been in sympathy
with his French brothers, it is very doubtful that he would have expressed
his sentiment with so little tact as Bebel showed. This was indeed an
act of bad policy which alienated a large amount of sympathy from the
Social Democratic cause. Such a fire-brand as Bebel was sure to draw
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Speech to the Reichstag, liay 12, I87I, quoted by Laidler in Ibid.,
pp. 288-89.
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fire from Bismarck, who had, up to this point, shown sympathy for the move¬
ment, especially to that part of the movement which was entirely consistent
with the range of duties recognized by the State as he understood them,
TOion the war tide of 1871 ebbed, socialist agitation resumed its
course. At the elections of iSyU* the socialists returned nine members
(as compared with two in 1871).^”^ With the resignation of Schvreitzer the
most serious obstacle to union of the two socialist groups was removed.
A union was effected at Gotha in 1G75> under the name of the socialist
Working Men's Party of Germany, The union of the two parties thus es¬
tablished was the starting-point of a new prosperity for German social¬
ism. At the elections of 1877* the neViT party polled nearly a million
Z Q
votes, and sent twelve members to the Reichstag,
Such a rate of progress, and the aggressive action undertaken in
the Reichstag naturally alarmed Bismarck. He resolved to meat this now
challenge to his general policy of building a greater Germany by special
legislation. Although the program adopted by the new Party contained
nothing that vnas absolutely inconsistent with the idea of peaceful devel-
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opment out of the existing State, Bismarck did not appear so sure tliat
the movement was not dangerous to the State, At ary rate it becatiB
evident that the Social Democrats vrere the greatest danger to the State,
Consequently, he was quick to take the opportunity (as it seems to be
the psychology of autocratic states) to crush anj’’ "serious threat" to
his authority,
Z Y




Markham, op. cit., p. 309*
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Up to this time, as v/e have noted, Bismarck had not regarded the
socialist movement as necessarily a menace to the State, But the time
came when his opinions Trere to change. He said:
It was the moment in the assembled Heichstag either
iDoputy Bebel or Liebknecht in a pathetic appeal held
up the French Commiine as a model of political institutions,
and openly confessed before the nation the gospel of the
Paris murderers and incendiaries. From that moment I
experienced a full conviction of the danger which threatened
us. That appeal to the Commune was a ray of light upon
the matter, and from that moment I regarded the Social-
Democratic elements as an enemy against which the State and
society must arm themselves.70
As we have seen, it was Babel who had made the tactless reference to the
Paris Commune,
Bismarck immediately wont into action. Anti-socialist laws resulted,
which placed a ban on socialist meeting and the distribution of social¬
ist literature. The organ of their political expression — the Social¬
ist Party — was broken up. Generally it may be said that during this
time the only place in Germany in iBrf:iich the right of free speech could
71
bo exercised by the socialists was the Heichstag, The only organiza¬
tion permitted to them was that formed by the representatives of the
party in the Reichstag,
Confusion and dismay prevailed among the Social Democrats, but they
soon rallied again. In spite of the prosecutions, the progress of
socialist ideas was irresistible. Each succeeding general election after
1881, registered an increasing protest against Bismarck’s policy.
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Speech to the Reichstag, September 17, 1878* quoted by Dawson in
op, ext,, p, 1 iI/,
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During the years of socialist suppression, Bismarck granted several
moderate reforms,^^ Since Lis reforms came under the weight of the general
situation, he may at once be suspected of playing opportunist politics.
But it would not be coiTeot to say that ihey were merely opportunist
measures. It may be safely said that he was moved in the direction of
social reforms rather out of his sincere conviction that it is the duty of
the State to improve the lot of its subjects, however sincere Bismarck
vras, his efforts only emphasized the social question and gave to the
Social Democrats the opportunity to declare to the nation that the cause
of social democracy was at bottom right. As a result, Bismarck's anti=
socialist laws, far from being effective as a weapon to crush the Social
Democrats, tended to strengthen the socialist cause. The lavirs were -with¬
drawn soon after his dismissal by William II in I89O.
The period of suppression bet-wean 1878 and I89O, -was a trying time
for the Socialists. Yfliat remained of the Social Democratic Party (the
core in the Reichstag) was a center and rallying point for the German
proletariat. In commenting upon the part played by the Social Democrats
during this period, Kirkup has this to say:
The struggle had proved the extraordinary vitality of
the movement. The Social Democrats had siio-wn a patience,
resolution, discipline and, in the absence of a formal
organization, a real and effective organization of mind and .
purpose which are unexampled in the annals of the labour
movement since the beginning of human society. They had
made a steady and unflinching resistance to the most pov/er-
ful statesman since the first Napoleon, who -wielded all
the resources of a great modern State, and who -vras supported
72
In 1882 the government introduced -two bills providing for accident
and sickness insurance. An old age pension law follov/ed.
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by a press that used every available means to discredit the
movementj and, as a party, they had never been provoked to
acts of violence. In fact,- they had given proof of all the
high qualities wiiich fit men and parties to play a great
role in history. The Social Deraocratic movement in Germany
is one of the most notable phenomexia of our times,73
e ■
Among all ti» achievements of the German Social Democracy it must be
recognized, also, that it had organized the socially backward German
working classes into a political party and inspired them with esprit de
corps in their general common cause. It is of signal importance that
the leaders of the Party agreed in their preference for legal and peace¬
ful methods. In this point they and the representatives of the existing
order might find common ground which could form, if not a complete
socialist state, a basis for better relations in the future.
73
op, cit,. p. 222
CIIAPTEH V
CONCLUSIOM
We have, in the preceoding chapters, considered some major problems
modern socialism faced in its attempts to become a political force. The
slowness of this progress has been caused by certain inherent weaknesses
of the socialist doctrine itself, and by the prevailing influences of
industrial, political and social conditions peculiar to the environments
in which the movement found itself. In the wide and varied scope of the
movement, however, certain significant tendencies are discernible in its
struggle against the old order of affairs.
The socialist movements in England and France, in their early stages,
v/ere somewhat alike in that they were too doctrinaire and revolutionary
for practical application. These movements sought virtually to s’weep
away existing institutions to make way for their new societies. It is,
perhaps, interesting to emphasize at this point the importance of theory
in the two countries. The English as has been often shown in their
history are averse to general ideas and abstract theories. Ideas which
are not at once reducible to working principles obtain little or no
reception. Consequently, theoretical socialism made fevr converts among
the English, In France, on the other hand, no extravagance seems to be
too great for her thinking. Principles and ideas which are not necess¬
arily practical measures may become the topics of everyday discussion,
but their eventual application often remains a matter of indifference.
As against inherent weaknesses socialist thought soon found well
established conservative ideas in party politics standing firm in opposi¬
tion to its bid for a parliamentary program.
loU
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In the particular case cf France, it must be emphasized that social¬
ist thought, seeking to promote social-economic change, was- antecedent
to the conditions -which logically provide a fertile field for its appli¬
cation and growth. Furthermore, French socialists attempted to impose
the doctrine upon the nation through the revolutionary effects of a small
minority before there -vims anything like f national consciousness of what
they were trying to do. As an immediate result, socialism in Franco came
to bo regarded as a menace to society. The nation at large declared
against an a priori system of social reform. Vniat the nation desired
above all -was the Republic ■'j^ich stood for democratic liberalism. The
early French socialists failed to see that both they and the Republic
could -work as one toward the same general idea — political emancipation —
as a prerequisite for social betterment. And not before the liberals
had achieved political emancipation did socialism become a political
force in French politics.
Although England was a far more fertile field for socialist agita¬
tion than France in the first half of the nineteenth century," the new
movement has somewhat of a parallel course of development in the t-wo
countries. In Jdngland -die socialist movement, as it proposed revolu¬
tionary social reforms, at once came up against not only a stubborn
parliament, but a hostile nation as well. To be sura, social reforms
were desired, more or less, by all classes, but not reforms -wiiich en¬
tailed a complete break with existing institutions. The goveriment
reserved the right to define the limits of social reforms. It was not
before this "Tory Sbcialism” had refused to consider substantially the
cause of labor that socialism in England became revolutionary. Like
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thair brcfthers across the Channel, The English revolutionary group formed
a small minority which had the unfortunate position of being alone
against a passive, if even not hostile, nation. The results were typical
of such efforts.
Like the movement in Franco again, English socialism had to redefine
its aims and reconcile itself to practical everyday politics before it
I
could become a matter of routine legislation.
In summary, it may be said that the socialist movements in England
and Franco had to learn to appreciate the influence of economic condi¬
tions, to analyze the existing factors which iiad to be taken into
account in each country. They had to emancipate themselves from utopian¬
ism vdriich tended to keep the socialist idea floating in realms of un¬
certainty. They liad to drop the notion that it was possible to create
a new society in short order, for that seemed to suggest that socialism
was a revolutionary menace. Furthermore, they had to learn that a labor
movement was the prerequisite condition or, bettor still, the living
form in which their hopes could be realized. The early socialists whoso
range of vision did not get very far beyond theory, bequeathed to later
exponents of the movement the task of putting theory into practice.
The Gorman Social Democratic movement came late and could profit
from the mistakes of the early English and French movements. The German
movement had also the advantage of Hegelian dialectics which sought to
show that there was evolution in the social as well as in the physical
Ivor Id, Thus Gorman socialism became less revolutionary than evolution¬
ary. It at once sought to reach its goal through the agency of
parliamentary action ratter than through violence.
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Moreover, the Hegelian method seems to have imparted to German
socialists a belief in the necessity ard (to some degree) fatality of
socialism. This peculiar character, in turn, inspired patience and
tended to control the natural inclination to forceful revolution. The
theoretical, though not visionary, mind of the German was quick to
accept the socialism which v^as thus reduced to a science of social progress.
Unlike the movements in England and France, German socialism became
from the outset primarily political. It was not (in its early develop¬
ment) revolutionary; nor did it have to compete with v^-ell established
conservative ideas in parliament. The latter was for the reason that
parliamentary politics was no more firmly established in Germany than
tlie new socialist idea. But against this advantage, not enjoyed by English
and French socialists, the German socialists faced a far more absolute
government which was bent upon maintaining the old idea of the
aristocratic state.
It must be emphasized, iiowover, that while German socialism very
early expressed itself in party politics, the party politics it so
entered was without present significance or future prospects. In other
words, socialism in Germany did not enter a party political system whic^
was really serious and in control of government, but only one in v/hich
this was not the case. Incidentally, and as a more general observation,
it was not before the turn of the century that party politics in Germany
became decidedly more serious and effective; by that time it became
clear that the old idea of the aristocratic state would fail.
It appears at first curious that Geiman socialism, starting with
the dual advantage of a largely non-revolutionary program and of a place
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in parliament not essentially different from those of other parties,
should oven so eventually have come to be regarded by non-socialists as
a danger to society as much as socialism had been regarded in England
and France, And this is still more curious in the light of the fact
that Lassalle's socialism at least seemed to share vath the official
policy of Bismarck's time — the idea of the paternal state bound to pro¬
vide, autocratically, if necessary, for the welfare of all its subjects.
The immediate explanation of the anomaly is, of course, the strong in¬
filtration of tiarxist notions into the Social Democratic program after
Lasaalle's death. But probably there are two other factors to be
brought into the explanation: One is that, as other party politicians
reached stronger positions in politics they displayed the same feelings
about socialism as their counterparts in other countries had learned
there to feel about early revolutionary socialism; the other is that
these politicians, and especially the national liberals, came to regard
state paternalism, whether Bismarckian or socialistic, as a danger to
their concept of society. Nevertheless, it must be remembered that the
German labor movement has been both socialist and parliamentary, while
that of France has been socialist (of a kind), but largely not parlia¬
mentary, In England it has been parliamentary but not avovfodly social¬
ist, Thus the German Social Democratic movement presented somewhat of
a solid front in its struggle to become a dominant political force, and
it reached dominance, even if temporarily, under the Weimar Kepublic.
But however strikingly different ihe pace and methods of the three
movements have been in their fight with the old order, they have all
had through much labor and sacrifice, the fundamental task of shaping
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their organizations, principles and policies to meet national contingen¬
cies, iSven a cursory review of the socialist movement is enough to
show tiiB difficult stages through which it has come — from almost every
kind of extravagant abuse — to make a vri.de and deep impression of the
opinions of most civilized countries of the world.
Finally, it must be particularly emphasized that socialism a post¬
eriori finds its greatest progress to be conditioned to the development
of democratic liberalism. Gradually, and in a marked degree at the close
of the century, profe-ssed liberals tended to acquiesce in, and some¬
times to sponsor political democracy. Parliamentary politics in England
is a classic example of a liberal-democratic program of this period.
As early as the 1880*s differences of opinion among liberal minds
in England were already present regarding the direction a practical
liberal policy should take in the future; it was becoming increasingly
clear that such a policy was only possible on the basis of general
suffrage. If a broad suffrage became the basis of politics, the vrorking
classes would be enfranchised, and those classes, organized in trade
unions, were tending everywhere to favor socialist policies. Thus vra
see liberalism and socialism united in accomplishing changes in legis¬
lation and in old institutions, liay not the two ideas finally merge
the one into the other in the light of progressive experience?
ESSAY ON SOURCES
The primary sources used in this thesis provide an excellent library
on the modem socialist movement in general and on our special problem
in particular. It is important, ho-vvevar, to distinguish between the
utility of these sources as shown by the material contained in them. A
check of this literature reveals two kinds of pritijary sources; (l) contto-
porary narratives of opinions and events in which the authors may or may
not have participated, and narratives of earlier times in which the
authors themselves took no part, and (2) Archive material relating to
events.
The list of references falling into the first category represent,
for the most part, the ideas and proposals of the men themselves vAo are
responsible for the theoretical foundation of the modem socialist move¬
ment; these should be used mainly for clarifying the development of
doctrine. Marx and Engels are, perhaps, the most conspicuous in this
category. These authors were not themselves active participants in
politics. An exceptional case, hovrever, is that of Louis Blanc whose
testimony of actual events in which he himself took an active part in
181+8 in France is of special importance.
For the second category, unfortunately, we can list only Ilandsard's
Parliamentary Debates. This source is indispensable for the socialist
movement in politics in England, It is, therefore, wise to chock against
/
this reference the many, and quite often biased interpretations given
by some authorities writing on the subject. It is regrettable that no
such source was available to me for Franco and Germany, For those
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countries secondary sources only have been used for fixing events. The
infiltration of Marxian notions into the movement in Germany, for example,
is still obscure, and it is particularly regretted that bettor primary
material was not available to establish the course of events firmly in
that matter.
Our list of secondary references, though incomplete, provides fairly
good material for the general subject. They have been carefully selected
from v/hat was imnediately available and from what was obtainable through
inter-library loans. Observations taken from these sources have been
supported by primary references in as far as the latter ivere available.
The inability to support many of these observations, hovrever, accounts
for the short, and, perhaps, inadequate treatment of the subject in some
instances.
The lack of other sources on particular phases of our problem — the
Chartist Movement and the period 1861-5 iii Germany — has, perhaps,
resulted in too much reliance upon Beer and Dawson. To eliminate this
weakness and other possible lacunae in this thesis, the reader is referred
to Ganmage's History of the Chartist Movement; Thomas Carlyle's Chartism,
and Ely's French and German Socialism. These references ware not avail¬
able for this writing.
Generally, it may be said, however, that the list of secondary
sources provided in the bibliography, together with the selected refer¬
ences listed at the end, will provide a serviceable library for the
general subject of this thesis.
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